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BA YER, CORP., BA YER HEALTHCARE~~' 
LLC., BA YER ES SURE, INC., and BA YER 
HEALTHCARE PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

COMPLAINT 

PLAINTIFFS, by and through undersigned counsel, file this Complaint against 

Defendants, BAYER CORP., BAYER HEALTHCARE LLC., BAYER ESSURE, INC. and 

BAYER HEALTHCARE, PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. (Collectively the "Bayer Defendants" 

or "Defendants") and in support thereof make the following allegations: 

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 

1. Plaintiff, Maria Alfaro, is a resident of CA. 

2. Plaintiff, Bridget Amos, is a resident of GA. 

3. Plaintiff, Christina Anderson, is a resident of CO. 

4. Plaintiff, Rebecca Arboleda, is a resident of NY. 

5. Plaintiff, Annette Arnold, is a resident of NE. 

6. Plaintiff, Paola Astudillo, is a resident of FL. 

7. Plaintiff, Sukhjiwan Athwal, is a resident of CA. 

8. Plaintiff, Deborha Ball, is a resident of MI. 

9. Plaintiff, MarQuitte Barlow, is a resident of MI. 

10. Plaintiff, Deborah Bascom, is a resident of NJ. 

11. Plaintiff, Kelly Bateson, is a resident of FL. 

12. Plaintiff, E. Nicole Baxley, is a resident of TX. 

13. Plaintiff, Kandace Beam, is a resident of AL. 
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14. Plaintiff, Lindsay Beamis, is a resi~ent of NY. 

15. Plaintiff, Tammy Bellard, is a resident of LA. 

16. Plaintiff, Jamie Bennett, is a resident of GA. 

17. Plaintiff, Kathleen Berget, is a resident of WI. 

18. Plaintiff, Tameeka Bey, is a resident of GA. 

19. Plaintiff, Kristy Blackbum, is a resident of KY. 

20. Plaintiff, Shantai Borum, is a resident of IL. 

21. Plaintiff, Katie Boucher, is a resident of WI. 

22. Plaintiff, Leslie Boudreau, is a resident of IL. 

23. Plaintiff, Victoria Bourque, is a resident of TX. 

24. Plaintiff, Julia Brazzil-Mannings, is a resident of IL. 

25. Plaintiff, April Brooks, is a resident of CA. 

26. Plaintiff, Perri ca Brown, is a resident of GA. 

27. Plaintiff, Lacey Brown, is a resident of UT. 

28. Plaintiff, Deborah Brucato, is a resident ofV A. 

29. Plaintiff, Revonda Burney, is a resident of GA. 

30. Plaintiff, Wendy Cabrera, is a resident of CT. 

31. Plaintiff, Jennifer Campbell, is a resident of CA. 

32. Plaintiff, Yajaira Campos, is a resident of NY. 

33. Plaintiff, Amy Cantu, is a resident of OH. 

34. Plaintiff, Christina Castellanos, is a resident of CA. 

35. Plaintiff, Nancy Cervantes, is a resident of CA. 

36. Plaintiff, Iisha Clements, is a resident of FL. 
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3 7. Plaintiff, Amber Clinger, is a resident of OH. 

38. Plaintiff, Iliana Contreras, is a resident of TX. 

39. Plaintiff, Shastevia Cook, is a resident of TX. 

40. Plaintiff, Donna Cottrell, is a resident of TN. 

41. Plaintiff, Louann Cox, is a resident of OH. 

42. Plaintiff, Prestena Crane, is a resident of TX. 

43. Plaintiff, Dequita Crawford, is a resident of GA. 

44. Plaintiff, Sheretha Crawford, is a resident of TX. 

45. Plaintiff, Monica Creath, is a resident of NC. 

46. Plaintiff, Amber Crigler, is a resident of NC. 

47. Plaintiff, Jennifer Dargonne, is a resident of CT. 

48. Plaintiff, Aurora Darnell, is a resident of OK. 

49. Plaintiff, Paula Davis, is a resident of TN. 

50. Plaintiff, Brandi Davis, is a resident of AZ. 

51. Plaintiff, Kristine Daywalt, is a resident of MD. 

52. Plaintiff, Jennifer DeCheney, is a resident of MI. 

53. Plaintiff, Catherine Dennison, is a resident of VA. 

54. Plaintiff, Connie Derosier, is a resident of MN. 

55. Plaintiff, Amy Detty, is a resident of ML 

56. Plaintiff, Agnes Dew, is a resident of GA. 

57. Plaintiff, Jennifer Dewalt, is a resident of OH. 

58. Plaintiff, Misty Dickerson, is a resident of AR. 

59. Plaintiff, Kristi Doyle, is a resident of TX. 
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60. Plaintiff, Jessica Duclo, is a resident of CA. 

61. Plaintiff, Dawn Edwards, is a resident of NC. 

62. Plaintiff, Abigail Ferstein, is a resident of IL. 

63. Plaintiff, Jennifer Finney, is a resident of OH. 

64. Plaintiff, Mecca Fisher, is a resident of TX. 

65. Plaintiff, Stacy Flores, is a resident of AZ. 

66. Plaintiff, Faith Forde, is a resident of NC. 

67. Plaintiff, Jayme Fox, is a resident of WI. 

68. Plaintiff, Alyssa Franklin, is a resident of CT. 

69. Plaintiff, Melissa Fulkerson, is a resident of KY. 

70. Plaintiff, Ashley Gadson, is a resident of MI. 

71. BA YER CORP. is a for-profit corporation incorporated in the state of Indiana with its 

principal place of business in the Commonwealth of PA at 100 Bayer Road, Building 4, 

Pittsburgh, PA 15205. Defendant is authorized to do and does business throughout the 

Commonwealth of PA. 

72. BA YER CORP. is the parent corporation of BA YER HEALTHCARE, LLC, BA YER 

ES SURE, INC., and BA YER HEALTHCARE PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. (the "Bayer 

subsidiaries"). BA YER CORP. owns 100% of the Bayer subsidiaries. 

73. BAYER CORP. is wholly owned by BAYER A.G. 

74. BAYER A.G. is a German for-profit corporation. Defendant is authorized to do and 

does business throughout the Commonweal th of PA. 

75. At all relevant times, the Bayer subsidiaries are agents or apparent agents of 

BAYER CORP. and/or BAYER A.G. Each Defendant acted as the agent of the other Defendant 
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and acted within the course and scope of the agency, regarding the acts and omissions alleged. 

Together, the Defendants acted in concert and or abetted each other and conspired to engage in 

the common course of misconduct alleged herein for the purpose of enriching themselves and 

creating an injustice at the expense of Plaintiffs. 

76. In addition, the Bayer subsidiaries, individually and/or collectively, are "Alter Egos" 

of BA YER CORP. and/or BAYER A.G. as, inter alia, they are wholly owned by BA YER 

CORP; share the same trademark; share management and officers; and in other ways were 

dominated by BA YER CORP. 

77. Moreover, there exists and at all times mentioned herein there existed a unity of 

interest in ownership and among all Defendants such that individuality and separateness between 

and among them has ceased. Because Defendants are "Alter Egos" of one another and exert 

control over each other, adherence to the fiction of the separate existence of these Defendants as 

entities distinct from one another will permit an abuse of the corporate privilege, sanction fraud, 

and promote injustice. BAYER CORP. and BAYER A.G. wholly ignored the separate status of 

the Bayer subsidiaries separate status and so dominated and controlled its affairs that its separate 

entities were a sham. 

78. BA YER HEALTHCARE, LLC. is a for-profit corporation incorporated in the state of 

DE. Defendant is authorized to do and does business throughout the Commonwealth of PA. 

79. BAYER ESSURE, INC. is a for-profit corporation incorporated in the state of DE. 

Defendant is authorized to do and does business throughout the Commonwealth of PA. 

80. BA YER HEALTHCARE PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. is a for-profit corporation 

incorporated in the state of DE. Defendant is authorized to do and does business throughout the 

Commonwealth of PA. 
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81. Diversity jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1332. 

82. The amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs, as 

specified by 28 U.S.C. § 1332. 

83. The parties to this action are citizens of a State and citizens or subjects of a foreign 

state or different states, as specified by 28 U.S.C. § 1332. 

84. Venue is proper in the United States District Court of the Eastern District of Penn. 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391(b) because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise 

to the claims asserted below occurred within this judicial district and the parties have stipulated 

to the same. 

INTRODUCTION 

85. This Complaint is brought by Plaintiffs who were implanted with a female birth 

control device, known as "Essure." In short, the device is intended to cause bilateral occlusion 

(blockage) of the fallopian tubes by the insertion of micro-inserts into the fallopian tubes which 

then anchor and elicit tissue growth, theoretically causing the blockage. However, in reality, the 

device migrates from the tubes, perforates organs, breaks into pieces, and/or corrodes wreaking 

havoc on the female body. 

86. As a result of (1) Defendants' negligence described infra and (2) Plaintiffs' reliance 

on Defendants' warranties and representations, Defendants' Essure device migrated/fractured 

and/or punctured internal organs. 

87. Essure had Conditional Premarket Approval ("CPMA") by the Food and Drug 

Administration ("FDA"). As discussed below, Essure became "adulterated" and "misbranded", 

pursuant to (1) the FDA due to Defendants' failure to conform with the FDA requirements 

prescribed in the CPMA and (2) violations of Federal Statutes and Regulations noted infra. 
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88. Pursuant to Defendants' CPMA (which reads: "Failure to comply with conditions of 

approval invalidates this approval order"), the C.F.R, and the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic 

Act ("FD&C Act"): the product is "adulterated" and "misbranded" and thus, could not have 

been marketed or sold to Plaintiffs. 

89. Specifically, Essure was adulterated and misbranded as Defendants (1) failed to 

meet regular reporting requirements; (2) failed to report known hazards to the FDA; and (3) 

failed to comply with Federal laws regarding marketing and distribution as specifically described 

infra. 

90. The fact that Defendants failed to comply with these conditions is not a mere 

allegation made by Plaintiffs. These failures to comply with both the CPMA and Federal 

regulations are memorialized in several FDA findings, including Notices of Violations and Form 

483's issued by the FDA. 

91. As discussed in greater detail infra, Defendants were cited by the FDA and the 

Department of Health for: 

(a) failing to report and actively concealing 8 perforations which occurred as a 
result of Essure; 

(b) erroneously using non-conforming material in the manufacturing ofEssure; 

( c) failing to use pre-sterile and post-sterile cages; 

( d) manufacturing Essure at an unlicensed facility; and 

( e) manufacturing Essure for three years without a license to do so. 

92. Defendants were also found, by the FDA, to be: 

(a) Not reporting ... complaints in which their product migrated; 

(b) Not reporting to the FDA incidents of bowel perforation, Essure coils breaking 
into pieces and migrating out of the fallopian tubes; 
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(c) Only disclosing 22 perforations while having knowledge of 144 perforations; 

(d) Not considering these complaints in their risk analysis for the design of 
Es sure; 

(e) Failing to have a complete risk analysis for Essure; 

(f) Failing to analyze or identify existing and potential causes of non-confirming 
product and other quality problems; 

(g) Failing to track the non-conforming product; 

(h) Failing to follow procedures used to control products which did not confirm to 
specifi cations; 

(i) Failing to have complete Design Failure Analysis; 

G) Failing to document CAP A activities for a supplier corrective action; 

(k) Failing to disclose 16,047 complaints to the FDA as MDR's (Medical Device 
reports which are suspected from device malfunction or associated with 
injury); and 

(1) Failing to provide the FDA with timely post-approval reports for its six month, 
one year, eighteen month, and two year report schedules. 

93. Most egregiously, on May 30, 2013, the FDA uncovered an internal excel 

spreadsheet with 16,047 entries for complaints which were not properly reported to the FDA. 

See Exhibit "H " Here, Defendant did not disclose to the FDA complaints where its product 

migrated outside of the fallopian tube. Defendants excuse was that those complaints were not 

reported because the patients were "not -at last contact- experiencing pain .... and were mere 

trivial damage that does not rise to the level of a serious injury." Accordingly, the FDA again 

warned Defendants for violations of the FD&C Act. 

94. As a result, the "adulterated" and "misbranded" product, Essure, which was 

implanted in Plaintiffs should never have been marketed or sold to Plaintiffs pursuant to Federal 

law. 
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95. Lastly, Defendants concealed and altered the medical records of its own trial 

participants to reflect favorable data. Specifically, Defendants altered medical records to reflect 

less pain then was being reported during the clinical studies for Essure and changed the birth 

dates of others to obtain certain age requirements that were needed to go through the PMA 

process. Subsequently, Defendants failed to disclose this and concealed it from Plaintiffs and 

their implanting physicians. 

96. Plaintiffs' causes of action are all based on deviations from the requirements in 

the CPMA and/or violations of Federal statutes and regulations. 

97. Plaintiffs' causes of action are also based entirely on the express warranties, 

misrepresentations, and deceptive conduct of Defendants, which were relied upon by Plaintiffs 

prior to having the device implanted. Under Pennsylvania law, Plaintiffs' claims for breach of 

express warranties are not preempted by the Medical Device Act ("MDA"). 

98. In addition, Defendants failed to comply with the following express conditions and 

Federal regulations: 

(a) "Within 10 days after Defendant receives knowledge of any adverse 
reaction to report the matter to the FDA." 

(b) "Report to the FDA under the MDR whenever it receives information 
from any source that reasonably suggests that the device may have caused 
or contributed to a serious injury." 

(c) Report Due Dates- six month, one year, eighteenth month, and two year 
reports. 

( d) A device may not be manufactured, packaged, stored, labeled, distributed, 
or advertised in a manner that is inconsistent with any conditions to 
approval specified in a CPMA approval order for the device. 21 C.F .R. 
Section 814.80. 

(e) Effectiveness of Essure is established by annually reporting on the 745 
women who took place in the clinical tests. 
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(f) Successful bilateral placement of Essure is documented for newly trained 
physicians. 

(g) Warranties are truthful, accurate, and not misleading. 

(h) Warranties are consistent with applicable Federal and State law. 

99. These violations rendered the product "adulterated" and "misbranded"-

precluding Defendants from marketing or selling Essure per the FDA, and, more importantly 

endangered the lives of Plaintiffs and hundreds of thousands of women. 

100. Defendants actively concealed these violations and never advised Plaintiffs of the 

same. Had Plaintiffs known that Defendants were concealing adverse reactions, not using 

conforming material approved by the FDA (and failing to track the nonconforming material), not 

using sterile cages, operating out of an unlicensed facility, and manufacturing medical devices 

without a license to do the same, they never would have had Essure implanted. 

DESCRIPTION OF ESSURE AND HOW IT WORKS 

101. Essure is a permanent form of female birth control (female sterilization). The 

device is intended to cause bilateral occlusion (blockage) of the fallopian tubes by the insertion 

of micro-inserts into the fallopian tubes which then anchor and elicit tissue growth, theoretically 

causing the blockage. 

102. Essure consists of (1) micro-inserts; (2) a disposable delivery system; and (3) a 

disposable split introducer. All components are intended for a single use. See Exhibit "A" for a 

description of Essure. 

103. The micro-inserts are comprised of two metal coils which are placed in a 

woman's fallopian tubes via Defendants' disposable delivery system and under hysteroscopic 

guidance (camera). 
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104. The hysteroscopic equipment needed to place Essure was manufactured by a third 

party, is not a part of Defendants' CPMA, and is not a part of Essure. However, because 

Plaintiffs' implanting physicians did not have such equipment, Defendants provided it so that it 

could sell Essure. See Exhibit "A "for a description of hysteroscopic equipment. 

105. The coils are comprised of nickel, steel, nitinol, and PET fibers. In other words, 

the coils are metal-on-metal. 

106. Defendants' disposable delivery system consists of a single handle which contains 

a delivery wire, release catheter, and delivery catheter. The micro-inserts are attached to the 

delivery wire. The delivery handle controls the device, delivery, and release. Physicians are 

allowed to visualize this complicated process through the hysteroscopic equipment provided by 

Defendants. 

107. After placement of the coils in the fallopian tubes by Defendants' disposable 

delivery system, the micro-inserts expand upon release and are intended to anchor into the 

fallopian tubes. The PET fibers in the coil allegedly elicit tissue growth blocking off the 

fallopian tubes. 

108. The coils are alleged to remain securely in place in the fallopian tubes for the life 

of the consumer and not migrate, break, or corrode. 

109. After three months following the device being implanted, patients are to receive a 

"Confirmation" test to determine that the micro-inserts are in the correct location and that the 

tissue has created a complete occlusion. This is known as a hysterosalpinogram ("HSG Test" or 

"Confirmation Test"). 

110. Regardless of the Confirmation Test, Defendants warrant that Essure allows for 

visual confirmation of each insert's proper placement during the procedure. 
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111. Essure was designed, manufactured, and marketed to be used by the average 

gynecologists throughout the world, as a "quick and easy" and "non-surgical" outpatient 

procedure to be done without anesthesia. 

EVOLUTION OF ESSURE 

112. Essure was first designed and manufactured by Conceptus, Inc. ("Conceptus"). 

113. Conceptus and Defendants merged on or about April 28, 2013. 

114. For purposes of this lawsuit, Conceptus and Defendants are one in the same. 

115. Essure, a Class III medical device, is now manufactured, sold, distributed, 

marketed, and promoted by Defendants. 

116. Defendants also trained physicians on how to use its device and other 

hysteroscopic equipment, including Plaintiffs' implanting physicians. 

117. Prior to the merger between Conceptus and Bayer defendants, Conceptus obtained 

CPMA for Essure. 

118. By way of background, Premarket Approval ("PMA") is the FDA process of 

scientific and regulatory review to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of Class III medical 

devices. According to the FDA, Class III devices are those that support or sustain human life, are 

of substantial importance in preventing impairment of human health, or which present a 

potential, unreasonable risk of illness or injury. 

119. PMA is intended to be a stringent type of device marketing application required 

by the FDA. The applicant must receive FDA approval of its PMA application prior to marketing 

the device. PMA approval is based on a determination by the FDA. 
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120. An approved PMA is, in effect, a private license granting the applicant (or owner) 

permission to market the device- assuming it complies with federal laws, any CPMA order and is 

not "adulterated" or "misbranded." 

121. FDA regulations provide 180 days to review the PMA and make a determination. 

In reality, the review time is normally longer. Before approving or denying a PMA, the 

appropriate FDA advisory committee may review the PMA at a public meeting and provide FDA 

with the committee's recommendation on whether FDA should approve the submission. 

122. However, the PMA process for Essure was "expedited" and several trial 

candidates' medical records were altered to reflect favorable data. 

123. According to the FDA, a class III device that fails to meet CPMA requirements is 

considered to be adulterated under section 501(f) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

("FD&C Act") and cannot be marketed, distributed, or advertised under 21 C.F.R. 814.80. 

124. Regarding the Premarket Approval Process, devices can either be "approved," 

"conditionally approved," or "not approved." 

125. Essure was "conditionally approved" or in other words, had only CPMA not 

outright PMA, the "gold standard." 

126. In the CPMA Order issued by the FDA, the FDA expressly stated, "Failure to 

comply with the conditions of approval invalidates this approval order1 
." The following were 

conditions of approval: 

(a) "Effectiveness of Essure is established by annually reporting on the 745 
women who took part in clinical tests." 

(b) "Successful bilateral placement of Essure is documented for newly trained 
physicians." 

1 Note: The CPMA order does not read ... failure to comply may invalidate the order. 
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(c) "Within 10 days after Defendant receives knowledge of any adverse 
reaction to report the matter to the FDA." 

(d) "Report to the FDA whenever it receives information from any source that 
reasonably suggests that the device may have caused or contributed to a 
serious injury." 

(e) Effectiveness of Essure is established by annually reporting on the 745 
women who took place in the clinical tests. 

(f) Successful bilateral placement of Essure is documented for newly trained 
physicians. 

(g) Warranties are truthful, accurate, and not misleading. 

(h) Warranties are consistent with applicable Federal and State law. 

(i) Conduct a post approval study in the US to document the bilateral 
placement rate for newly trained physicians. 

(j) Include results from the annual reporting on the patients who took part in 
the Pivotal and Phase II clinical investigations in the labeling as these data 
become available. 

(k) Submit a PMA supplement when unanticipated adverse effects, increases 
in the incidence of anticipated adverse effects, or device facilitates, 
necessitate a labeling, manufacturing, or device modification. 

(1) Submit a PMA supplement whenever there are changes to the performance 
of the device. 

REQUIREMENTS UNDER FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

127. The CPMA also required Defendants to comply with the Medical Device 

Reporting regulations and post market requirements for Class III medical devices: 

(a) report to the FDA within thirty (30) days whenever they receive or 
otherwise become aware of information, from any source, that 
reasonably suggests a device may have caused or contributed to serious 
injury; 

(b) report to the FDA within thirty (30) days whenever they receive notice of 
serious injury; 
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(c) report to the FDA information suggesting that one of the Manufacturer's 
devices may have caused or contributed to a death or serious injury, or has 
malfunctioned and would be likely to cause death or serious injury if the 
malfunction were to recur, 21 CFR §§ 803.50 et seq.; 

( d) monitor the product after pre-market approval and to discover and 
report to the FDA any complaints about the product's performance and 
any adverse health consequences of which it became aware and that are or 
may be attributable to the product, 21 CFR §§ 814 et seq.; 

(e) submit a PMA Supplement for any change in Manufacturing Site, 21 CFR 
§§ 814.39 et seq.; 

(f) establish and maintain quality system requirements to ensure that quality 
requirements are met, 21 CFR § 820.20 et seq.; 

(g) establish and maintain procedures for validating the device design, 
including testing of production units under actual or simulated use 
conditions, creation of a risk plan, and conducting risk analyses, 21 
CFR §§ 820.30 et seq. 

(h) document all Corrective Action and Preventative Actions taken by the 
Manufacturer to address non-conformance and other internal quality 
control issues, 21 CFR §§ 820.100 et seq. 

(i) establish internal procedures for reviewing complaints and event reports, 21 
CFR §§ 820.198, §§ 820.100 et seq. and§§ 820.20 et seq. 

(j) establish Quality Management System (QMS) procedures to assess 
potential causes of non-conforming products and other quality problems, 
21 CFR §§820.70 et seq. and 21 CFR §§ 27 820.90 et seq. 

(k) report on Post Approval Studies in a timely fashion, 21 CFR §§ 814.80 

(1) advertise the device accurately and truthfully, 21 CFR §§ 801 et seq. 

128. Defendants were also at all times responsible for maintaining the labeling of 

Essure. Accordingly, Defendants had the ability to file a "Special PMA Supplement -

Changes Being Effected" ("CBE") which allows Defendants to unilaterally update the labeling of 

Essure to reflect newly acquired safety information without advance approval by the FDA. 21 

C.F.R. § 814.39(d). These changes include: 
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(a) labeling changes that add or strengthen a contraindication, warning, 
precaution, or information about an adverse reaction for which there is 
reasonable evidence of a causal association; 

(b) labeling changes that add or strengthen an instruction that is intended to 
enhance the safe use of the device; 

( c) labeling changes that ensure it is not misleading, false, or contains 
unsupported indications; and 

( d) changes in quality controls or manufacturing process that add a new 
specification or test method, or otherwise provide additional assurance of 
purity, identity, strength, or reliability of the device. 

129. Upon obtaining knowledge of these potential device failure modes, the Defendants 

wererequiredunder the Essure CPMA, 21 CFR §§820.30 et seq., 21 CFR §§ 820.100 et 

seq. and the FDA Recognized Consensus Standard ISO 14971 to use this information to 

routinely update the risk analyses for the Essure device and take any and all Corrective Action 

and Preventative Actions ("CAP A") necessary to address non-conformance and other internal 

quality control issues. Furthermore, Defendants were required to establish Quality 

Management Systems ("QMS") procedures to assess potential causes of non-conforming 

products and other quality problems with the products, such as latent manufacturing defects. 

21 CFR §§ 820.70 et seq.; 21 CFR §§ 820.30 et seq. 

FAILURES OF DEVICE 

130. After obtaining the CPMA, Defendants became aware of potential quality and 

failure modes associated with Essure and failed to warn Plaintiffs and/or their implanting 

physicians. Defendants became aware that the following failures could occur with the device 

and lead to adverse consequences for the patient: 

(a) the stainless steel used in Essure can become un-passivated, which allows it to 
rust and degrade; 
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(b) the nitinol could have a nickel rich oxide, which the body attacks; 

( c) the "no lead" solder could in fact have trace lead in it; 

( d) the Galvanic action between the metals used to manufacture Essure, which 
causes the encapsulation of the product within the fallopian tubes, could be a 
continuous irritant to some patients; 

( e) the nitinol in the device can degrade due to High Nickel Ion release, increasing 
the toxicity of the product for patients; 

(t) latent manufacturing defects, such as cracks, scratches, and other disruption of 
the smooth surface of the metal coil, may exist in the finished product, causing 
excess nickel to leach into the surrounding tissues after implantation; 

(g) degradation products of PET used in the implant can be toxic to patients, 
inciting both chronic inflammation and possible autoimmune issues and 

(h) the mucosal immune response to nickel is different than the immune response 
in non-mucosal areas of the body. 

VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS 

131. In June 2002, the FDA found the following objectionable conditions: 

(a) Design outputs were not completely identified. 

(b) Corrective and preventative action activities were not being documented, 
including implementation of corrective and preventative actions. 

( c) Procedures addressing verification of corrective preventative actions were not 
implemented. 

132. In July 2002, during an inspection of Defendants facility, the FDA observed that 

adverse events were not captured in the data. 

133. In June 2003, the following observations were made by the FDA which resulted 

in Form 483s: 

(a) Two lot history records showed rejected raw materials which was not 
documented and therefore could not be tracked. 
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(b) Procedures were not followed for the control of products that did not conform 
to specifications. 

134. In July of2002, the FDA found that: 

(a) Defendant "does not have an assurance/quality control unit. 

135. In December 2010, the FDA found that Defendants were "not reporting 

complaints of their product being seen radiographically in the patient's abdominal cavity" and 

"did not have a risk analysis of the coils being in the abdominal cavity." 

136. Defendants failed to comply with several conditions: 

(a) Defendants failed to timely provide the FDA with reports after twelve months, 
eighteen months and then a final report for one schedule. Defendants also 
failed to timely submit post approval reports for its six month, one year, 
eighteen month and two year reports. All reports failed to meet the respective 
deadlines. Post approval Studies-ESS-305 Schedule attached as Exhibit "B." 

(b) Defendants failed to document successful placement of Essure concealing the 
failure rates. 

(c) Defendants failed to notice the FDA of several adverse reactions and actively 
concealed the same. Defendant failed to report 8 perforations which occurred 
as a result of Essure and was cited for the same by the FDA via Form 483.2 

See Investigative Report attached as Exhibit "C." 

(d) Defendants failed to report to the FDA information it received that reasonably 
suggested that the device may have caused or contributed to a serious injury 
concealing the injuries. Again, Defendants failed to report 8 perforations 
which occurred as a result of Essure to the FDA as evidenced in Form 483. See 
Investigative Report attached as Exhibit "C." 

(e) As outlined infra, Defendants' warranties were not truthful, accurate, and not 
misleading. 

(f) Defendants' warranties were not consistent with applicable Federal and State 
law. 

(g) Defendants failed to notice the FDA of their internal excel file containing 
16,04 7 entries of complaints. 

2 Form 483 is issued to firm management at the conclusion of inspection when an FDA investigator has observed 
any conditions that violate the FD&C Act rendering the device "adulterated." 
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137. Defendants also were found to be: 

(a) erroneously using non-conforming material in the manufacturing of Essure and 
not tracking where it went; See Investigative Report attached as Exhibit "C. " 

(b) failing to use pre-sterile and post-sterile cages; See Exhibit "D. " 

(c) manufacturing Essure at an unlicensed facility; See Exhibit "D." 

( d) manufacturing Essure for three years without a license to do so. See Exhibit 
''D.'' 

( e) Not reporting ... complaints in which their product migrated; See Exhibit "E. " 

(f) Not considering these complaints in their risk analysis for the design of Essure; 
See Exhibit "E. " 

(g) Failing to document CAP A activities for a supplier corrective action; See 
Exhibit "E. " 

138. Specifically, 

(a) On January 6, 2011, the FDA issued a violation to Defendant for the following: 
"An MDR report was not submitted within 30 days of receiving or otherwise 
becoming aware of information that reasonably suggests that a marketed 
device may have caused or contributed to a death or serious injury if the 
malfunction were to recur." See Exhibit "F." Form 483Niolation form issued 
by Timothy Grome on January 6, 2011. These failures included incidents 
regarding perforation of bowels, Essure coils breaking into pieces, and Essure 
coils migrating out of the fallopian tubes. Defendants were issued these 
violations for dates of incidents 9/1/10. 10/26/10, 5/11/10, 10/5/10, 10/1110, 
11/5/10, 11/16/10, and 1113/10. 

(b) Defendants had notice of 168 perforations but only disclosed 22 to the FDA. 
Id. 

(c) On January 6, 2011, Defendants were cited for their risk analysis of Essure 
being incomplete. Specifically, the FDA found that the Design Failure Modes 
Effects Analysis for Essure didn't include as a potential failure mode or effect, 
location of the micro-insert coil in the peritoneal cavity. See Exhibit "F." Form 
483/Violation form issued by Timothy Grome on January 6, 2011. 

(d) On January 6, 2011, Defendants were cited for not documenting Corrective and 
Preventive Action Activities. Specifically, the FDA found that there were 
failures in Defendants' Design. The FDA also found that Defendants' CAPA 
did not mention the non-conformity of materials used in Essure or certain 
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detachment failures. The FDA found that Defendants' engineers learned of 
this and it was not documented. See Exhibit "F." Form 483Niolation form 
issued by Timothy Grome on January 6, 2011. 

(e) On July 7, 2003, Defendants were cited for not analyzing to identify existing 
and potential causes of non-conforming product and other quality problems. 
Specifically, two lot history records showed rejected raw material which was 
not documented on a quality assurance form, which is used to track the data. 
(Inner/outer coil subassemblies were rejected but then not documented, leading 
to the question of where the rejected components went) See Exhibit "G." Form 
483Niolation form issued by Mark E. Chan on July 7, 2003. 

(f) On July 7, 2003, Defendants were cited for not following procedures used to 
control products which did not confirm to specifications. See Exhibit "G." 
Form 483Niolation form issued by Mark E. Chan on July 7, 2003. 

139. In response Defendants admitted that "the device may have caused or contributed 

to a death or serious injury, and an MDR Report is required to be submitted to FDA." 

140. In addition, Defendants' failure to timely file MDR's and to report to the FDA the 

complaints that were not addressed by the device's labeling and/or complaints that were 

occurring with an unexpected increase in severity and frequency, which it knew of from the more 

than 32,000 complaints it received, violated the CPMA, FDA post-marketing regulations, and 

parallel state law. 

141. Moreover, Defendants did not provide the requisite training to the implanting 

physicians prior to selling it to the same. 

FDA HEARINGS AND RESULTING ACTION 

142. The Defendants conduct not only violated its federal regulatory duties and its 

duties under state law, but also caused a massive failure of information that has to be present in 

the medical and scientific community to protect a patient's interest. Because the Defendants 

failed to timely, completely, or accurately report their knowledge of the risks and complications 

associated with the Essure device, the public's knowledge of the risks associated with the Essure 
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device were seriously hampered and delayed. This endangered patient safety, including 

Plaintiffs' safety. 

143. As the FDA continued to force Defendants to provide additional information 

known to them that had been withheld, more information belatedly was made known to the 

medical community, including information concerning the frequency, severity and permanence 

of complications associated with the prescription and implementation of the Essure device. 

144. This belated and untimely release of relevant and important information lead to 

an increasing number of adverse events being reported to the FDA about Essure from 

patients and physicians. Because of these complaints, the FDA convened a public hearing 

concerning the safety and efficacy of the Essure device. At that hearing, Defendants continued to 

misrepresent the safety and efficacy ofEssure: 

(a) the efficacy rates for Essure are 99.6%; in reality, studies show that the chances 
of becoming pregnant with Es-sure are higher than with tubal ligations and 
higher than the rates reported by Bayer to the FDA at the public hearing; 

(b) Defendants testified that skin patch testing is not a reliable predictor of 
clinically significant reactions to nickel-containing implantable devices, 
including Essure. Despite this, Bayer told physicians and patients that a nickel 
sensitivity test was sufficient to determine whether a patient was a suitable 
candidate for an Essure device 

( c) Defendants testified that "[a] s an alternative to Essure, laparoscopic tubal 
ligation is a safe and effective method of permanent birth control." In reality, 
studies show that the chances of becoming pregnant with Essure are higher 
than with tubal ligations, and Essure patients are much more likely to require 
additional surgeries to correct complications associated with the sterilization 
procedure. 

( d) Defendants testified that most of the reports of adverse events to the FDA have 
come from consumers and not Defendants, which is unusual. In reality, 
Defendants failed to report thousands of complaints of adverse events that it 
had received. 
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145. On February 29, 2016, the FDA first publicly announced "actions to provide 

important information about the risks of using Essure and to help women and their doctors 

be better informed of the potential complications associated with" the device. The FDA took 

the following actions: 

(a) The FDA is requiring a black box warning on Essure to warn doctors and 
patients of "reported adverse events, including perforation of the uterus 
and/or fallopian tubes, intra-abdominal or pelvic device migration, persistent 
pain, and allergy or hypersensitivity reactions." The FDA draft guidance 
black box warning for Essure also warns: "Some of these reported events 
resulted in device removal that required abdominal surgery. This 
information should be shared with patients considering sterilization with the 
Essure® device during discussion of the benefits and risks of the device." 

(b) The FDA is requiring Defendants to implement a Patient Decision 
Checklist "to help to ensure women receive and understand information 
regarding the benefits and risks" of Essure. The FDA's draft Patient 
Decision Checklist is a five-page document that the physician will discuss with 
each patient interested in using the device. The patient must initial after each 
topic of discussion, and both the physician and patient must sign the 
document. The topics for discussion include, inter alia, the risks for "adverse 
events including persistent pain, device puncture of the uterus and/or fallopian 
tubes ('perforation'), or movement of the device into the abdomen or pelvis 
('intra-peritoneal migration')"; "allergy or hypersensitivity reactions"; 
symptoms such as changes in skin (rash, itching), "chest pain, 
palpitations, breathing difficulties or wheezing, and intestinal discomfort 
such as nausea, diarrhea, and vomiting"; "joint or muscle pain, muscle 
weakness, excessive fatigue, hair loss, weight changes, and mood changes"; 
the fact that "there is no reliable test to predict ahead of time who may develop 
a reaction to the device"; the possibility that the Essure device "can move after 
placement," possibly becoming ineffective at preventing pregnancy or leading 
to "serious adverse events such as bleeding or bowel damage, which may 
require surgery to address"; and the fact that if the Essure device has to be 
removed after placement, it will require surgery to remove and possibly a 
hysterectomy. 

(c) The FDA has also ordered Bayer "to conduct a new postmarket surveillance 
study designed to provide important information about the risks of the device 
in a real-world environment." The study must provide data on "the risks 
associated with Essure® and compare them to laparoscopic tubal ligation. 
This includes the rates of complications including unplanned pregnancy, 
pelvic pain and other symptoms, and surgery to remove the Essure® device. 
The study will also evaluate how much these complications affect a patient's 
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quality oflife .... The FDA will use the results of this study to determine what, 
if any, further actions related to Essure® are needed to protect public health." 

146. Unfortunately, this new warning, labeling, and patient decision checklist came 

too late to warn Plaintiffs of the true risks of Essure. Had the Defendants complied with their 

federal regulatory duties and their duties under state law by reporting the known risks and 

complications in a timely fashion, the Plaintiffs and their physicians would have had this relevant, 

critical information available to them prior to the implant of the Essure device. At all relevant 

times, Defendants' Essure product was prescribed and used as intended by Defendants and in 

a manner reasonably foreseeable to Defendants. Moreover, Defendants misrepresentations 

regarding Essure discussed infra, in effect, over promoted Essure and nullified otherwise 

adequate warnings. 

147. Lastly, although Essure appears at first glance to be a "medical device," 

Defendants actually categorize it as a "drug." 

148. In short, (1) Essure is considered an "adulterated" and "misbranded" product 

that could not have been marketed or sold to Plaintiffs per the FDA and Federal law and (2) all 

of Plaintiffs' claims center around violations of the CPMA requirements and/or Federal 

regulations and statutes. 

DEFENDANTS' TRAINING AND DISTRIBUTION PLAN 

149. Defendants (1) failed to abide by FDA-Approved training guidelines when 

training Plaintiffs' implanting physicians; (2) provided specialized hysteroscopic equipment to 

the implanting physicians who was not qualified or competent to use the same; and (3) created an 

unreasonably dangerous distribution plan, all of which were aimed at capitalizing on and 

monopolizing the birth control market at the expense of Plaintiffs' safety and well-being. 
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150. Because Essure was the first device of its kind, the implanting physicians was 

trained by Defendants on how to properly insert the micro-inserts using the disposable delivery 

system and was given hysteroscopic equipment by Defendants. 

151. In order to capture the market, Defendants independently undertook a duty of 

training physicians outside of FDA guidelines, including the implanting physicians, on how to 

properly use (1) its own mechanism of delivery and (2) the specialized hysteroscopic equipment 

manufactured by a third party. 

152. Regarding Essure, Defendants' Senior Director of Global Professional Education, 

stated, "training is the key factor when clinicians choose a new procedure" and "For the Es sure 

procedure, the patient is not under anesthesia, therefore a skilled approach is crucial." 

153. In fact, because gynecologists and Plaintiffs' implanting physicians were 

unfamiliar with the device and how to deliver it, Defendants (1) created a "Physician Training 

Manual"; (2) created a simulator called EssureSim; (3) organized limited training courses-where 

Defendants observed physicians until Defendants believed they were competent; (4) created 

Essure Procedure Equipment Supplies Checklists; and (5) represented to Plaintiffs that 

"Physicians must be signed-off to perform Essure procedures." 

154. Defendants provided no training to the implanting physicians on how to remove 

Essure should it fail. 

155. Defendants also kept training records on all physicians "signed-off to perform 

Es sure procedures." 

156. In order to sell its product and because the implanting physicians did not have 

access to the expensive hysteroscopic equipment, Defendants provided the implanting physicians 
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with hysteroscopic equipment which, although is not a part of Essure, is needed to implant 

Essure. The entrustment of this equipment is not part of any CPMA. 

157. In fact, Defendants entered into agreements with Johnson & Johnson Co., 

Olympus America, Inc., Richard Wolf Medical Instruments Corp., and Karl Storz Endoscopy, 

America, Inc. (1) to obtain specialized hysteroscopic equipment to then give to physicians and 

(2) to increase its sales force to promote Essure. 

158. According to Defendants, these agreements allowed Defendants to "gain market 

presence ... and expand ... market opportunity by driving adoption among a group of physicians." 

159. In regard to the entrustment of such specialized equipment, Defendants admitted: 

"We cannot be certain how successful these programs will be, if at all." See US SEC Form 10-

Q: Quarterly Report Pursuant to Section 13 or l 5(d)of the SEC Act of 1934. 

160. Defendants "handed out" this hysteroscopic equipment to unqualified 

physicians, including Plaintiffs' implanting physicians, in an effort to sell its product. 

161. Defendants knew or failed to recognize that the implanting physicians were not 

qualified to use such specialized equipment yet provided the equipment to the unqualified 

implanting physician in order to capture the market. 

162. In return for providing the expensive hysteroscopic equipment, Defendants 

required that the implanting physicians purchase two Essure "kits" per month. This was a part of 

Defendants' unreasonably dangerous and negligent distribution plan aimed solely at capturing 

the market with reckless disregard for the safety of the public and Plaintiffs. 

163. Defendants' distribution plan included requiring the implanting physicians to 

purchase two (2) Essure "kits" per month, regardless of whether he used them or not. This 
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distribution plan created an environment which induced the implanting physicians to "push" 

Essure and implant the same into Plaintiffs. 

164. In short, Defendants used the expensive hysteroscopic equipment to induce the 

implanting physicians into an agreement as "bait." Once the implanting physicians "took the 

bait" they was required to purchase two (2) Essure "kits" per month, regardless of whether they 

sold any Essure "kits". 

165. This was an unreasonably dangerous distribution scheme as it compelled the 

implanting physicians to sell two (2) devices per month at the expense of Plaintiffs' safety and 

well-being. 

166. Defendant's distribution plan also included (1) negligently distributing Essure in 

violation of FDA orders and Federal regulations; (2) marketing and selling an "adulterated" and 

"misbranded" product; (3) promoting Essure through representatives of the hysteroscopic 

equipment manufacturers, who were not adequately trained nor had sufficient knowledge 

regarding Essure; (4) failing to report and actively concealing adverse events which occurred as 

a result of Essure; (5) erroneously using non-conforming material and failing to keep track of the 

same in the manufacturing of Essure; (6) failing to use pre-sterile and post-sterile cages; (7) 

manufacturing Essure at an unlicensed facility and (8) manufacturing Essure for three years 

without a license to do so. 

167. In short, Defendants (1) failed to abide by FDA-Approved training guidelines 

when training Plaintiffs' implanting physicians; (2) provided specialized hysteroscopic 

equipment to implanting physicians who were not qualified to use the same; and (3) created an 

unreasonably dangerous distribution and reporting plan aimed at capitalizing and monopolizing 

the birth control market. 
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168. All of this was done in violation of Federal law and its CPMA. Unfortunately, 

this was done at the expense of Plaintiffs' safety. 

PLAINTIFFS' HISTORY 

169. Plaintiff, Maria Alfaro, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or about 

September, 2012. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

In Junes. 

170. Plaintiff, Bridget Amos, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about April, 

2010. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

171. Plaintiff, Christina Anderson, is a resident of CO. She was implanted on or about 

April, 2013. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

172. Plaintiff, Rebecca Arboleda, is a resident of NY. She was implanted on or about 

July, 2016. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

173. Plaintiff, Annette Arnold, is a resident of NE. She was implanted on or about 

October, 2006. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

174. Plaintiff, Paola Astudillo, is a resident of FL. She was implanted on or about 

October 16, 2013. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

175. Plaintiff, Sukhjiwan Athwal, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or about 

July, 2010. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

176. Plaintiff, Deborha Ball, is a resident of ML She was implanted on or about 2015. 

As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 
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177. Plaintiff, MarQuitte Barlow, is a resident of MI. She was implanted on or about 

November 8, 2012. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

178. Plaintiff, Deborah Bascom, is a resident of NJ. She was implanted on or about 

October 10, 2011. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

179. Plaintiff, Kelly Bateson, is a resident of FL. She was implanted on or about June, 

2008. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

180. Plaintiff, E. Nicole Baxley, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about 

February 3, 2011. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

181. Plaintiff, Kandace Beam, is a resident of AL. She was implanted on or about 

August 21, 201 7. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

182. Plaintiff, Lindsay Beamis, is a resident of NY. She was implanted on or about 

January, 2013. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

183. Plaintiff, Tammy Bellard, is a resident of LA. She was implanted on or about 

June, 5 2008. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

184. Plaintiff, Jamie Bennett, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about 2012. 

As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

185. Plaintiff, Kathleen Berget, is a resident of WI. She was implanted on or about 

June, 2007. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 
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186. Plaintiff, Tameeka Bey, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about July 

22, 2011. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

187. Plaintiff, Kristy Blackbum, is a resident of KY. She was implanted on or about 

October, 2009. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

188. Plaintiff, Shantai Borum, is a resident of IL. She was implanted on or about 

October 20, 2010. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

mJunes. 

189. Plaintiff, Katie Boucher, is a resident of WI. She was implanted on or about 

January, 2015. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

190. Plaintiff, Leslie Boudreau, is a resident of IL. She was implanted on or about 

September, 2009. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

191. Plaintiff, Victoria Bourque, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about 

July, 2013. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

192. Plaintiff, Julia Brazzil-Mannings, is a resident of IL. She was implanted on or 

about December, 2015. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

193. Plaintiff, April Brooks, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or about 

December, 2010. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

194. Plaintiff, Perrica Brown, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about 

December, 2005. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 
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195. Plaintiff, Lacey Brown, is a resident of UT. She was implanted on or about May, 

2015. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

196. Plaintiff, Deborah Brucato, is a resident of VA. She was implanted on or about 

December, 2014. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

197. Plaintiff, Revonda Burney, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about 

April, 2010. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

198. Plaintiff, Wendy Cabrera, is a resident of CT. She was implanted on or about 

February, 2004. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

199. Plaintiff, Jennifer Campbell, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or about 

2014. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

200. Plaintiff, Yajaira Campos, is a resident of NY. She was implanted on or about 

February 21, 2014. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

mJunes. 

201. Plaintiff, Amy Cantu, is a resident of OH. She was implanted on or about August 

15, 2010. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

202. Plaintiff, Christina Castellanos, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or 

about March, 2015. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

203. Plaintiff, Nancy Cervantes, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or about 

March, 2015. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

204. Plaintiff, Iisha Clements, is a resident of FL. She was implanted on or about 

February, 2010. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 
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205. Plaintiff, Amber Clinger, is a resident of OH. She was implanted on or about 

2010. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

206. Plaintiff, Iliana Contreras, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about July 

14, 2015. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

207. Plaintiff, Shastevia Cook, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about 

April, 2013. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

208. Plaintiff, Donna Cottrell, is a resident of TN. She was implanted on or about July, 

2015. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

209. Plaintiff, Louann Cox, is a resident of OH. She was implanted on or about 

January 20, 2008. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

In Junes. 

210. Plaintiff, Prestena Crane, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about 

January 14, 2011. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

In Junes. 

211. Plaintiff, Dequita Crawford, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about 

April, 2010. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

212. Plaintiff, Sheretha Crawford, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about 

April 4, 2015. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

213. Plaintiff, Monica Creath, is a resident of NC. She was implanted on or about 

February 7, 2014. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

214. Plaintiff, Amber Crigler, is a resident of NC. She was implanted on or about July, 

2009. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 
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215. Plaintiff, Jennifer Dargonne, is a resident of CT. She was implanted on or about 

2011. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

216. Plaintiff, Aurora Darnell, is a resident of OK. She was implanted on or about 

October, 2009. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

217. Plaintiff, Paula Davis, is a resident of TN. She was implanted on or about 2012. 

As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

218. Plaintiff, Brandi Davis, is a resident of AZ. She was implanted on or about March 

4, 2012. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

219. Plaintiff, Kristine Daywalt, is a resident of MD. She was implanted on or about 

August, 2010. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

220. Plaintiff, Jennifer DeCheney, is a resident of MI. She was implanted on or about 

2011. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

221. Plaintiff, Catherine Dennison, is a resident of VA. She was implanted on or about 

July 26, 2013. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

222. Plaintiff, Connie Derosier, is a resident of MN. She was implanted on or about 

2011. As a result of Es sure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

223. Plaintiff, Amy Detty, is a resident of MI. She was implanted on or about June, 

2009. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

224. Plaintiff, Agnes Dew, is a resident of GA. She was implanted on or about July 7, 

2014. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

225. Plaintiff, Jennifer Dewalt, is a resident of OH. She was implanted on or about 

October 31, 2008. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

mJunes. 
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226. Plaintiff, Misty Dickerson, is a resident of AR. She was implanted on or about 

December, 2006. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

mJunes. 

227. Plaintiff, Kristi Doyle, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about June, 

2014. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

228. Plaintiff, Jessica Duclo, is a resident of CA. She was implanted on or about 2010. 

As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

229. Plaintiff, Dawn Edwards, is a resident of NC. She was implanted on or about 

May, 2005. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

230. Plaintiff, Abigail Ferstein, is a resident of IL. She was implanted on or about 

January 24, 2017. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

231. Plaintiff, Jennifer Finney, is a resident of OH. She was implanted on or about 

March, 2014. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

232. Plaintiff, Mecca Fisher, is a resident of TX. She was implanted on or about May, 

2008. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

233. Plaintiff, Stacy Flores, is a resident of AZ. She was implanted on or about 

October 15, 2008. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

injuries. 

234. Plaintiff, Faith Forde, is a resident of NC. She was implanted on or about 

November, 2014. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent 

mJunes. 
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235. Plaintiff, Jayme Fox, is a resident of WI. She was implanted on or about June, 

2012. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

236. Plaintiff, Alyssa Franklin, is a resident of CT. She was implanted on or about 

August, 2014. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

237. Plaintiff, Melissa Fulkerson, is a resident of KY. She was implanted on or about 

March, 2010. As a result of Essure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

238. Plaintiff, Ashley Gadson, is a resident of MI. She was implanted on or about 

October, 2016. As a result ofEssure, this Plaintiff suffered from severe and permanent injuries. 

FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT/DISCOVERY RULE/EQUITABLE 

TOLLING/EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL 

SUMMARY OF ACTIVE CONCEALMENT 

239. First, Defendants' fraudulent acts and/or omissions discussed below, before, 

during and/or after the acts causing Plaintiffs' injuries, prevented Plaintiffs and/or Plaintiffs' 

physicians from discovering the injuries or causes thereof as alleged in this amended complaint 

until February 29, 2016. 

240. Second, Defendants' failure to report, document, or follow up on the known 

adverse event complaints, and concealment and altering of adverse events, serious increased 

risks, dangers, and complications, constitutes fraudulent concealment that tolls Plaintiffs' statute 

of limitations. 

241. Third, and in the alternative, Defendants are also estopped from relying on any 

statute of limitations defense because it continued to refute and deny reports and studies 

questioning the safety of Essure, actively and intentionally concealed the defects and adverse 

events, suppressed reports and adverse information, sponsored and paid for studies which falsely 
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characterized the risks and benefits of Essure, and failed to disclose known dangerous defects 

and serious increased risks and complications to the FDA, physicians and the Plaintiffs. As a 

result of Defendants' concealment of the true character, quality, history, and nature of their 

product, they are estopped from relying on any statute oflimitations defense. 

242. Defendants furthered their fraudulent concealment through act and omission, 

including misrepresenting known dangers and/or defects in Essure and/or arising out of the use 

of Essure and a continued and intentional, systematic failure to disclose and/or conceal such 

information from/to the Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs' physicians, and the FDA. 

243. In short, Defendants: 

(a) Actively and intentionally concealed from Plaintiffs that their physicians were 

not trained pursuant to the FDA-approved training noted infra. 

(b) Actively and intentionally concealed the defects and adverse events, 

suppressed reports and adverse information, sponsored and paid for studies 

which falsely characterized the risks and benefits of Essure, and failed to 

disclose known dangerous defects and serious increased risks and 

complications to the FDA, physicians and the Plaintiffs. 

(c) Actively and intentionally concealed from Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' physician's 

risks by making the misrepresentations/warranties noted infra knowing they 

were false. In short, Defendants knew the misrepresentations were false 

because they had studies and reports which showed the opposite yet altered and 

concealed the same from Plaintiffs, the FDA and Plaintiffs' physicians. 

Defendants made the misrepresentations with the intent of misleading Plaintiffs 

into relying on them because they had studies and reports which showed the 
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opposite yet decided to conceal the same (collectively "the acts and 

omissions") 

244. If Defendants had met their duties under the above mentioned federal and parallel 

state laws, the FDA would have had the information necessary to warh the public, including 

Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' physicians of the increased risks and serious dangers associated with 

Essure in time to have lessened or prevent Plaintiffs' injuries, which is evidenced by the fact that 

the FDA is now mandating a new clinical trial, a "black box" warning, and a "patient decision 

checklist" which discuss and warn in detail, the risks of the very same injuries Plaintiffs suffered 

and Defendants concealed and altered. Had Defendants satisfied their obligations, these FDA 

mandates would have been plausible prior to Plaintiffs' implantation. As discussed infra, 

Defendants continued to misrepresent the safety and efficacy of Essure at the FDA Hearings. 

245. In short, Defendants manipulated its reports to the FDA and presented false and 

misleading information, which, in tum, caused or contributed to Plaintiffs' consent not being 

informed as critical facts regarding the nature and quality of side effects from Essure were 

concealed from Plaintiffs and their physicians. 

246. Defendants did this in an effort to maintain the impression that the Essure device 

had a positive risk/benefit profile, to guard sales, and to ensure that Plaintiffs and their 

physicians did not have the salient facts in order to bring the claims alleged in this amended 

complaint. 

247. Defendants' conduct was malicious, intentional, and outrageous, and constitutes a 

willful and wanton disregard for the rights and safety of Plaintiffs and others. 
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FDA CALLS ESSURE MEETING 

248. The FDA convened a meeting of the Obstetrics and Gynecology Devices Panel of 

the Medical Devices Advisory Committee to hear concerns from experts and plan 

recommendations for the Essure device. 

249. On February 29, 2016 the FDA first announced that it will force a major change 

to the Essure warning label and also require all women considering receiving Essure to fill out a 

"Patient Decision Checklist" to ensure that they are fully informed of the true risks. 3 

250. The FDA stated that such warnings are needed for a woman to understand the 

risks as compared to alternative options and then decide whether the product is right for her.4 

251. The new warning and checklist changed the risk/benefit profile of Essure for 

Plaintiffs and gave rise to new salient facts which Plaintiffs and their physicians did not and 

could not have had prior to February 29, 2016. 

252. In its current form, this patient decision checklist requires a patient's initials and 

signature fifteen separate times, recognizing new risks previously not disclosed. 

253. Finally, women considering the device will have the chance to be fully informed 

of its true risks. 

254. This result is why Defendants withheld and actively concealed safety information 

from the FDA and the public for years. 

255. Upon information and belief, Defendants knew that if the true risks of Essure 

were known to the FDA, then they should or would inevitably be communicated to physicians 

and Plaintiffs. 

3 See http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm488313 .htm. 
4 Id. 
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256. The checklist specifically warns of device migration, perforation of organs, and 

new side effects that Defendants had been cited for hiding from the FDA, Plaintiffs, and 

Plaintiffs' physicians and/or enhances the sufficiency of the same. 

257. The checklist enhances the sufficiency of the warnings given to potential Essure 

patients and completely alters the process of undergoing the procedure. 

258. The checklist has a major impact on the risk/benefit profile of the device, and 

Plaintiffs would not have had the device implanted with it in place. 

259. On February 29, 2016, the FDA also announced that it would also require a 

detailed boxed warning for the Essure device. The FDA reserves boxed warnings, commonly 

referred to as "black box warnings," for only the most serious adverse events. Boxed warnings 

indicate the highest level of risk. 

260. The FDA suggested the following warning: 

WARNING: Some patients implanted with the Essure System for Permanent 
Birth Control have reported adverse events, including perforation of the uterus 
and/or fallopian tubes, intra-abdominal or pelvic device migration, persistent 
pain, and allergy or hypersensitivity reactions. Some of these reported events 
resulted in device removal that required abdominal surgery. This information 
should be shared with patients considering sterilization with the Essure device 
during discussion of the benefits and risks of the device.5 

261. This boxed warning directly addresses side effects that Defendants had been cited 

for hiding from the FDA and the public for years. 

DISCOVERY RULE- TOLLING 

262. Plaintiffs did not know of the claims and their underlying facts asserted in this 

amended complaint, nor could any reasonable prudent person know of such claims until 

February 29, 2016. 

5 FDA Draft Guidance on Labeling for Permanent Hysteroscopically-Placed Tubal Implants Intended for 
Sterilization, issued March 4, 2016 
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263. Plaintiffs did not possess the sufficient critical facts to put them on notice that the 

wrongs and the acts and omissions had been committed until such date. This is because it was 

not until the FDA hearing that Essure's safety and Defendants' acts and omissions were publicly 

called into question by the FDA and the medical community and the FDA required the "black 

box warning," "patient decision checklist," and "new clinical trials." 

264. In fact, no reasonable person in Plaintiffs' position would have been aware of the 

salient facts of this complaint until after February 29, 2016. 

265. Plaintiffs did not have the opportunity to discover the harm inflicted because 

Defendants were and are continuing to conceal the acts and omissions noted above. 

266. At all times material hereto, Plaintiffs exercised reasonable diligence in 

investigating potential causes of her injury by discussing her injuries with healthcare providers. 

None of the conversations gave Plaintiffs a reason to suspect, or reasonably should have given 

Plaintiffs a reason to suspect that Essure or Defendants' tortious conduct in this complaint was 

the cause of such injuries until February 29, 2016. 

267. Regardless of the exercise of reasonable diligence, Plaintiffs did not know or 

reasonably should not have known that she suffered injury and that her injury had been caused 

by Defendants' conduct in this complaint until February 29, 2016. 

268. Plaintiffs neither suspected nor knew of Defendants' wrongdoings as alleged in 

this complaint until February 29, 2016. 

269. In sum, Plaintiffs were reasonably unaware, and had no reasonable way of 

knowing, that their injuries described above were caused by Defendants' conduct as alleged in 

this complaint until February 29, 2016. 
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270. As such, Plaintiffs' statute of limitations did not begin to run until February 29, 

2016. 

FRUADULENT CONCEALMENT- EQUITABLE TOLLING 

271. Defendants committed affirmative independent acts of concealment (including the 

acts and omissions) and intentionally mislead Plaintiffs as noted above upon which Plaintiffs and 

Plaintiffs' physicians relied on. 

272. The acts and omissions misled Plaintiffs in regard to their causes of action and 

prevented them from asserting such rights because the facts which would support their causes of 

action as alleged in this complaint were not apparent to a reasonably prudent person until 

February 29, 2016. 

273. Defendants also prevented Plaintiffs from asserting their rights in this complaint 

by committing affirmative independent acts of concealment as noted above upon which Plaintiffs 

relied on. 

274. Due to the acts and omissions of concealment, Plaintiffs were not cognizant of the 

facts supporting their causes of action in this complaint until February 29, 2016. 

275. As such, Plaintiffs' statute of limitations were tolled in light of Defendants' 

fraudulent concealment and their statute began to run starting from the date that facts supporting 

their causes of action in this complaint became apparent or February 29, 2016. 

276. Defendants' misconduct and fraudulent concealment of the relevant facts 

deprived Plaintiffs and their physicians of vital information essential to the pursuit of the claims 

in this complaint, without any fault or lack of diligence on their part. Plaintiffs relied on 

Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions and therefore could not reasonably have known or 
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become aware of facts that would lead a reasonable, prudent person to make an inquiry to 

discover Defendants' tortious conduct. 

EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL 

277. In the alternative, Defendants are estopped and may not invoke the statute of 

limitations as through the fraud or concealment noted above, specifically the acts and omissions, 

Defendants caused the Plaintiffs to relax her vigilance and/or deviate from her right of inquiry 

into the facts as alleged in this complaint. 

278. Defendants affirmatively induced Plaintiffs to delay bringing this complaint by 

the acts and omissions. 

279. In addition to acts and omissions noted above, Defendants consistently 

represented to Plaintiffs and/or Plaintiffs' physicians that Essure was not the cause of any of 

Plaintiffs' injuries to delay her bringing this complaint. 

280. Defendants are and were under a continuing duty to monitor and disclose the true 

character, quality, and nature of Essure. Because of Defendants' misconduct and fraudulent 

concealment of the true character, quality, and nature of its device, Defendants are estopped from 

relying on any statute oflimitations defense. 

FACTS AND WARRANTIES 

281. First, Defendants failed to abide by FDA-Approved training guidelines when 

training Plaintiffs implanting physicians, including the implanting physicians, on how to use its 

device and in hysteroscopy. 

282. The skills needed to place the micro-inserts as recognized by the FDA panel in the 

PMA process "are way beyond the usual gynecologist." 
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283. Accordingly, Defendants went out and attempted to train the implanting 

physicians on (1) how to use its device and (2) in hysteroscopy. Defendants (1) created a 

"Physician Training Manual"; (2) created a simulator called EssureSim; (3) organized limited 

training courses-where Defendants observed physicians until Defendants believed they were 

competent; (4) created Essure Procedure Equipment Supplies Checklists; and (5) represented to 

Plaintiff that "Physicians must be signed-off to perform Essure procedures." Defendants had no 

experience in training others in hysteroscopy. 

284. Defendants failed to abide by FDA-Approved training guidelines when training 

Plaintiffs implanting physicians and provided hysteroscopic equipment to the implanting 

physicians who was not qualified to use such complicated equipment. 

285. A key study found that a learning curve for this hysteroscopic procedure was seen 

for procedure time, but not for successful placement, pain, and complication rates, evidencing 

that Defendants' training methods were failing6
. 

286. Second, Defendants provided hysteroscopic equipment to the implanting 

physicians who was not competent to use such device. Defendants knew the implanting 

physicians was not competent to use such sophisticated equipment, yet provided the equipment 

anyway in order to sell its product. 

287. Third, Defendants' distribution plan of requiring the implanting physicians to 

purchase two (2) Essure kits a month, was an unreasonably dangerous plan as it compelled the 

implanting physicians to insist that Essure be used in Plaintiff. 

288. Defendants' distribution plan also included (1) negligently distributing an 

"adulterated" and "misbranded" device against its CPMA and Federal law; (2) the promotion of 

6 Learning curve of hysteroscopic placement of tubal sterilization micro inserts, US National Library of Medicine, 
Janse,JA. 
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Essure through representatives of the hysteroscopic equipment manufacturers, who were not 

adequately trained nor had sufficient knowledge regarding Essure; (3) failing to report and 

actively concealing perforations which occurred as a result of Essure; ( 4) erroneously using non

conforming material in the manufacturing of Essure and failing to keep track of the non

conforming material; (5) failing to use pre-sterile and post-sterile cages; (6) manufacturing 

Essure at an unlicensed facility and (7) manufacturing Essure for three years without a license to 

do so. 

289. Lastly, Plaintiffs relied on several warranties which were given directly by 

Defendants to Plaintiffs, prior to implantation, on the internet and in the implanting physicians' 

office, through Defendant's website and advertising, as outlined in detail infra. 

NEGLIGENT TRAINING- COUNT I 

290. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-incorporate the preceding Paragraphs. 

291. First, Defendants undertook an independent duty to train physicians on how to (1) 

properly use its device to place the micro-inserts which failed to abide by FDA training 

guidelines. 

292. In fact, Defendants (1) created an Essure Training Program; (2) created a 

simulator called EssureSim; (3) organized limited training courses-where Defendants observed 

physicians until Defendants believed they were competent; (4) created Essure Procedure 

Equipment Supplies Checklists; and (5) represented to Plaintiffs that "Physicians must be signed

off to perform Essure procedures." 

293. As part of Defendants' training: Defendants had a duty to abide by the FDA 

training guidelines for the implanting physicians on how to place Essure using its own delivery 

system, certify the implanting physicians, and oversee this particular procedure. Defendants 
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also had a duty to disclose adverse events to the physicians so that they in tum could properly 

advise their patients of the actual risks. 

294. Specifically, pursuant to the FDA-approved training regulations and guidelines, 

Defendants had a duty to comply with the following Federal requirements so that implanting 

physicians performed "competent procedures" and would be able to "manage possible technical 

issues": 

to: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

295. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Ensure that the implanting physicians completed the required preceptoring 
(generally 5 cases) in Essure placement until competency; 

Ensure that the implanting physicians had read and understood the Physician 
Training Manual; 

Ensure that the implanting physicians had "successful completion of Essure 
Simulator Training"; 

As outlined in the Physicians Manual these requirements were necessary in order 

Ensure that the implanting physicians were selecting appropriate patients from 
Essure; 

Ensure that the implanting physicians were appropriately counseling Plaintiffs 
on the known risks; and 

Ensure the implanting physicians were qualified and competent to perform the 
Essure procedure to ensure proper placement to preclude migration, perforation 
and fracturing of coils. 

296. Defendants breached this duty and parallel state law thereby departing from the FDA-

approved guidelines by: 

(a) Not ensuring that the implanting physicians completed the required 
preceptoring in Essure placement until competency. The implanting 
physicians did not complete the required preceptoring until competency 
requirement; 
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(b) Not ensuring that the implanting physicians had read and understood the 
Physician Training Manual; The Implanting Physicians did not understand the 
Physician Training Manual. 

(c) Not ensuring that the implanting physicians had "~uccessful completion of 
Essure Simulator Training"; The implanting physicians did not successfully 
complete the Essure Simulator Training. 

297. This departure from the training guidelines caused the Essure coils to migrate/fracture 

and/or perforate organs because: 

(a) The Essure Training Program ensured proper placement and without it, the 
Implanting Physicians' technique caused the coils to migrate, perforate, and/or 
fracture producing the damages noted above; 

(b) The required preceptoring ensured proper placement and without it, the 
Implanting Physicians' technique caused the coils to migrate, perforate, and/or 
fracture producing the damages noted above; 

( c) The requirement to read and understand the Physician Training Manual 
ensured proper placement, and without it, the Implanting Physicians' technique 
caused the coils to migrate, perforate, and/or fracture producing the damages 
noted above; 

298. This breach caused Plaintiffs' damages noted above. 

299. As a result of Defendants' negligence individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained the injuries and exacerbations noted above. 

300. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs had to undergo numerous surgical procedures, diagnostic procedures, and may have to 

undergo surgeries, diagnostic testing, treatment and rehabilitation into the indefinite future. 

301. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained significant pain and suffering, permanent injuries, both physical and mental, 

and will continue to do so into the indefinite future. 
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302. Plaintiffs have been forced to expend significant sums of money for treatment of 

the multitude of surgeries, testing, medicine, therapies along with related expenses, all to their 

significant financial detriment and loss, and they may have to endure significant financial 

expenditures into the foreseeable future. 

303. Plaintiffs have suffered a significant decrease in their ability to earn money in the 

future, as well as a significant loss of earning capacity. 

WHEREFORE, for the above reasons, Plaintiffs demand judgment in their favor and against the 

Defendants for an amount in excess of $75,000.00 each, compensatory, punitive damages, 

incidental, consequential, including pain and suffering which was a foreseeable consequential 

damages, delay damages, attorney's fees and costs of suit in an amount to be determined upon 

the trial of this matter. 

NEGLIGENCE- RISK MANAGEMENT- COUNT 11 

304. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-incorporate the preceding Paragraphs. 

305. In short, Defendants had a duty under both state and Federal law to have in place 

a reasonable risk management procedure to ensure, inter alia, (1) that adverse reports were being 

reported to the FDA so that it could be relayed to the implanting physicians and/or Plaintiffs; (2) 

that adverse reports were considered in its risk analysis and that the risk analysis was updated to 

reflect the same so that it could be relayed to the implanting physicians and/or Plaintiffs; (3) that 

they investigate information about the risks Essure posed so that it could be relayed to the 

implanting physicians and/or Plaintiffs; (4) that the continued sale of Essure was appropriate and 

reasonable despite the information being withheld to the public by Defendants (5) monitor the 

product after pre-market approval and to discover and report to the FDA any complaints about 

the product's performance and any adverse health consequences of which it became aware and 
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that are or may be attributable to the product, 21 CFR §§ 814 et seq.;(6) establish internal 

procedures for reviewing complaints and event reports, 21 CFR §§ 820.198, §§ 820.100 et seq. 

and §§ 820.20 et seq.; and (7) maintain the labeling of Essure by filing a "Special PMA 

Supplement - Changes Being Effected" ("CBE") which allows Defendants to unilaterally 

update the labeling of Essure to reflect newly acquired safety information without advance 

approval by the FDA. 21 C.F.R. § 814.39(d). 

306. Specifically, Defendants had a duty to comply with the following Federal 

regulations but breached the same regulations by the subsequent violations noted directly below 

(which Defendants were cited for by the FDA): 

(a) 21 C.F.R. 814.80-A device may not be manufactured, packaged, stored, labeled, 
distributed, or advertised in a manner that is inconsistent with a conditions of 
approval specified in the PMA approval order for the device. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians. This failing to disclose and include in their 
risk management analysis was a condition of approval in its CPMA) 

(b) 21 C.F.R. 803.l(a)- This part establishes the requirements for medical device 
reporting for device user facilities, manufacturers, importers, and distributors. If 
you are a device user facility, you must report deaths and serious injuries that a 
device has or may have caused or contributed to, establish and maintain adverse 
event files, and submit summary annual reports. If you are a manufacturer or 
importer, you must report deaths and serious injuries that your device has or may 
have caused or contributed to, you must report certain device malfunctions, and you 
must establish and maintain adverse event files. If you are a manufacturer, you must 
also submit specified follow-up. These reports help us to protect the public health 
by helping to ensure that devices are not adulterated or misbranded and are safe and 
effective for their intended use. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 
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(c) 21 C.F.R. 803.10- (a) If you are a device user facility, you must submit reports 
(described in subpart C of this part), as follows: (1) Submit reports of individual 
adverse events no later than 10 work days after the day that you become aware of a 
reportable event :(i) Submit reports of device-related deaths to us and to the 
manufacturer, if known; or (ii) Submit reports of device-related serious injuries to 
the manufacturers or, if the manufacturer is unknown, submit reports to us.(2) 
Submit annual reports (described in 803.33) to us.(b) If you are an importer, you 
must submit reports (described in subpart D of this part), as follows:(l) Submit 
reports of individual adverse events no later than 30 calendar days after the day that 
you become aware of a reportable event:(i) Submit reports of device-related deaths 
or serious injuries to us and to the manufacturer; or(ii) Submit reports of device
related malfunctions to the manufacturer.(2) [Reserved](c) If you are a 
manufacturer, you must submit reports (described in subpart E of this part) to us, as 
follows:(l) Submit reports of individual adverse events no later than 30 calendar 
days after the day that you become aware of a reportable death, serious injury, or 
malfunction.(2) Submit reports of individual adverse events no later than 5 work 
days after the day that you become aware of:(i) A reportable event that requires 
remedial action to prevent an unreasonable risk of substantial harm to the public 
health, or(ii) A reportable event for which we made a written request.(3) Submit 
supplemental reports if you obtain information that you did not submit in an initial 
report. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(d) 21 C.F.R. 803.50(a)- (a) If you are a manufacturer, you must report to us no later 
than 30 calendar days after the day that you receive or otherwise become aware of 
information, from any source, that reasonably suggests that a device that you 
market:(l) May have caused or contributed to a death or serious injury; or(2) Has 
malfunctioned and this device or a similar device that you market would be likely to 
cause or contribute to a death or serious injury, if the malfunction were to recur.(b) 
What information does FDA consider "reasonably known" to me?(l) You must 
submit all information required in this subpart E that is reasonably known to you. 
We consider the following information to be reasonably known to you:(i) Any 
information that you can obtain by contacting a user facility, importer, or other 
initial reporter;( ii) Any information in your possession; or (iii) Any information that 
you can obtain by analysis, testing, or other evaluation of the device.(2) You are 
responsible for obtaining and submitting to us information that is incomplete or 
missing from reports submitted by user facilities, importers, and other initial 
reporters.(3) You are also responsible for conducting an investigation of each event 
and evaluating the cause of the event. If you cannot submit complete information on 
a report, you must provide a statement explaining why this information was 
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incomplete and the steps you took to obtain the information. If you later obtain any 
required information that was not available at the time you filed your initial report, 
you must submit this information in a supplemental report under 803 .56. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(e) 21 C.F.R. 803.53- You must submit a 5-day report to us, on Form 3500A or an 
electronic equivalent approved under 803 .14, no later than 5 work days after the day 
that you become aware that:(a) An MDR reportable event necessitates remedial 
action to prevent an unreasonable risk of substantial harm to the public health. You 
may become aware of the need for remedial action from any information, including 
any trend analysis; or(b) We have made a written request for the submission of a 5-
day report. If you receive such a written request from us, you must submit, without 
further requests, a 5-day report for all subsequent events of the same nature that 
involve substantially similar devices for the time period specified in the written 
request. We may extend the time period stated in the original written request if we 
determine it is in the interest of the public health. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(f) 21 C.F.R. 806.10- (a) Each device manufacturer or importer shall submit a written 
report to FDA of any correction or removal of a device initiated by such 
manufacturer or importer if the correction or removal was initiated:(!) To reduce a 
risk to health posed by the device; or(2) To remedy a violation of the act caused by 
the device which may present a risk to health unless the information has already 
been provided as set forth in paragraph (f) of this section or the corrective or 
removal action is exempt from the reporting requirements under 806.l(b).(b) The 
manufacturer or importer shall submit any report required by paragraph (a) of this 
section within IO-working days of initiating such correction or removal.(c) The 
manufacturer or importer shall include the following information in the report:(l) 
The seven digit registration number of the entity responsible for submission of the 
report of corrective or removal action (if applicable), the month, day, and year that 
the report is made, and a sequence number (i.e., 001 for the first report, 002 for the 
second report, 003 etc.), and the report type designation "C" or "R". For example, 
the complete number for the first correction report submitted on June 1, 1997, will 
appear as follows for a firm with the registration number 1234567: 1234567-6/1/97-
001-C. The second correction report number submitted by the same firm on July 1, 
1997, would be 1234567-7/1/97-002-C etc. For removals, the number will appear as 
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follows: 1234567-6/1197-001-R and 1234567-7/1/97-002-R, etc. Firms that do not 
have a seven digit registration number may use seven zeros followed by the month, 
date, year, and sequence number (i.e. 0000000-6/1/97-001-C for corrections and 
0000000-7/1/97-001-R for removals). Reports received without a seven digit 
registration number will be assigned a seven digit central file number by the district 
office reviewing the reports.(2) The name, address, and telephone number of the 
manufacturer or importer, and the name, title, address, and telephone number of the 
manufacturer or importer representative responsible for conducting the device 
correction or removal.(3) The brand name and the common name, classification 
name, or usual name of the device and the intended use of the device.(4) Marketing 
status of the device, i.e., any applicable premarket notification number, premarket 
approval number, or indication that the device is a pre-amendments device, and the 
device listing number. A manufacturer or importer that does not have an FDA 
establishment registration number shall indicate in the report whether it has ever 
registered with FDA.(5) The unique device identifier (UDI) that appears on the 
device label or on the device package, or the device identifier, universal product 
code (UPC), model, catalog, or code number of the device and the manufacturing 
lot or serial number of the device or other identification number.(6) The 
manufacturer's name, address, telephone number, and contact person if different 
from that of the person submitting the report.(7) A description of the event(s) giving 
rise to the information reported and the corrective or removal actions that have 
been, and are expected to be taken.(8) Any illness or injuries that have occurred 
with use of the device. If applicable, include the medical device report numbers.(9) 
The total number of devices manufactured or distributed subject to the correction or 
removal and the number in the same batch, lot, or equivalent unit of production 
subject to the correction or removal.(l 0) The date of manufacture or distribution 
and the device's expiration date or expected life.(11) The names, addresses, and 
telephone numbers of all domestic and foreign consignees of the device and the 
dates and number of devices distributed to each such consignee.(12) A copy of all 
communications regarding the correction or removal and the names and addresses 
of all recipients of the communications not provided in accordance with paragraph 
( c )(11) of this section.(13) If any required information is not immediately available, 
a statement as to why it is not available and when it will be submitted.(d) If, after 
submitting a report under this part, a manufacturer or importer determines that the 
same correction or removal should be extended to additional lots or batches of the 
same device, the manufacturer or importer shall within 10-working days of 
initiating the extension of the correction or removal, amend the report by submitting 
an amendment citing the original report number assigned according to paragraph 
( c )(1) of this section, all of the information required by paragraph ( c )(2), and any 
information required by paragraphs (c)(3) through (c)(12) of this section that is 
different from the information submitted in the original report. The manufacturer or 
importer shall also provide a statement in accordance with paragraph (c)(l3) of this 
section for any required information that is not readily available.(e) A report 
submitted by a manufacturer or importer under this section (and any release by 
FDA of that report or information) does not necessarily reflect a conclusion by the 
manufacturer, importer, or FDA that the report or information constitutes an 
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admission that the device caused or contributed to a death or serious injury. A 
manufacturer or importer need not admit, and may deny, that the report or 
information submitted under this section constitutes an admission that the device 
caused or contributed to a death or serious injury.(f) No report of correction or 
removal is required under this part, if a report of the correction or removal is 
required and has been submitted under parts 803 or 1004 of this chapter.[62 FR 
27191, May 19, 1997, as amended at 63 FR 42232, Aug. 7, 1998; 69 FR 11311, 
Mar. 10, 2004; 78 FR 55821, Sept. 24, 2013] 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(g) 21 C.F.R. 814.84-(a) The holder of an approved PMA shall comply with the 
requirements of part 803 and with any other requirements applicable to the device 
by other regulations in this subchapter or by order approving the device.(b) Unless 
FDA specifies otherwise, any periodic report shall:(l) Identify changes described in 
814.39(a) and changes required to be reported to FDA under 814.39(b).(2) Contain 
a summary and bibliography of the following information not previously submitted 
as part of the PMA:(i) Unpublished reports of data from any clinical investigations 
or nonclinical laboratory studies involving the device or related devices and known 
to or that reasonably should be known to the applicant.(ii) Reports in the scientific 
literature concerning the device and known to or that reasonably should be known 
to the applicant. If, after reviewing the summary and bibliography, FDA concludes 
that the agency needs a copy of the unpublished or published reports, FDA will 
notify the applicant that copies of such reports shall be submitted.(3) Identify 
changes made pursuant to an exception or alternative granted under 801.128 or 
809 .11 of this chapter.( 4) Identify each device identifier currently in use for the 
device, and each device identifier for the device that has been discontinued since 
the previous periodic report. It is not necessary to identify any device identifier 
discontinued prior to December 23, 2013. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(h) 21 C.F.R. 820.65- Each manufacturer of a device that is intended for surgical 
implant into the body or to support or sustain life and whose failure to perform 
when properly used in accordance with instructions for use provided in the labeling 
can be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury to the user shall establish 
and maintain procedures for identifying with a control number each unit, lot, or 
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batch of finished devices and where appropriate components. The procedures shall 
facilitate corrective action. Such identification shall be documented in the DHR. 

(Defendants breached this federal standard by failing to establish and maintain 
procedures for identification of each Essure unit which in tum precluded proper 
corrective actions and led to the failing to disclose and include in their risk 
management analysis thousands of adverse events and complaints for migrations, 
perforations, pregnancies, and device failures and malfunctions, which in tum were 
never disclosed to Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians. This failing to disclose and 
include in their risk management analysis was a condition of approval in its CPMA) 

(i) 21 C.F.R. 822-Post market surveillance- This part implements section 522 of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) by providing procedures and 
requirements for postmarket surveillance of class II and class III devices that meet 
any of the following criteria:(a) Failure of the device would be reasonably likely to 
have serious adverse health consequences;(b) The device is intended to be 
implanted in the human body for more than 1 year; ... The purpose of this part is to 
implement our postmarket surveillance authority to maximize the likelihood that 
postmarket surveillance plans will result in the collection of useful data. These data 
can reveal unforeseen adverse events, the actual rate of anticipated adverse events, 
or other information necessary to protect the public health. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to comply 
with postmarket surveillance plans. Specifically by failing to disclose, consider, 
and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events and 
complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians. Defendants further breached this federal 
standard by not withdrawing its product from the market.) 

(j) 21 C.F .R. 820.180- All records required by this part shall be maintained at the 
manufacturing establishment or other location that is reasonably accessible to 
responsible officials of the manufacturer and to employees of FDA designated to 
perform inspections. Such records, including those not stored at the inspected 
establishment, shall be made readily available for review and copying by FDA 
employee(s). Such records shall be legible and shall be stored to minimize 
deterioration and to prevent loss. Those records stored in automated data processing 
systems shall be backed up. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 
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(k) 21 C.F.R. 820.198-(a) Each manufacturer shall maintain complaint files. Each 
manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures for receiving, reviewing, and 
evaluating complaints by a formally designated unit. Such procedures shall ensure 
that:(l) All complaints are processed in a uniform and timely manner;(2) Oral 
complaints are documented upon receipt; and (3) Complaints are evaluated to 
determine whether the complaint represents an event which is required to be 
reported to FDA under part 803 of this chapter, Medical Device Reporting.(b) Each 
manufacturer shall review and evaluate all complaints to determine whether an 
investigation is necessary. When no investigation is made, the manufacturer shall 
maintain a record that includes the reason no investigation was made and the name 
of the individual responsible for the decision not to investigate.( c) Any complaint 
involving the possible failure of a device, labeling, or packaging to meet any of its 
specifications shall be reviewed, evaluated, and investigated, unless such 
investigation has already been performed for a similar complaint and another 
investigation is not necessary.( d) Any complaint that represents an event which 
must be reported to FDA under part 803 of this chapter shall be promptly reviewed, 
evaluated, and investigated by a designated individual(s) and shall be maintained in 
a separate portion of the complaint files or otherwise clearly identified. In addition 
to the information required by 820.198(e), records of investigation under this 
paragraph shall include a determination of:(l) Whether the device failed to meet 
specifications;(2) Whether the device was being used for treatment or diagnosis; 
and(3) The relationship, if any, of the device to the reported incident or adverse 
event.( e) When an investigation is made under this section, a record of the 
investigation shall be maintained by the formally designated unit identified in 
paragraph (a) of this section. The record of investigation shall include:(l) The name 
of the device;(2) The date the complaint was received;(3) Any unique device 
identifier (UDI) or universal product code (UPC), and any other device 
identification(s) and control number(s) used;(4) The name, address, and phone 
number of the complainant;(5) The nature and details of the complaint;(6) The dates 
and results of the investigation;(?) Any corrective action taken; and(8) Any reply to 
the complainant.(f) When the manufacturer's formally designated complaint unit is 
located at a site separate from the manufacturing establishment, the investigated 
complaint(s) and the record(s) of investigation shall be reasonably accessible to the 
manufacturing establishment.(g) If a manufacturer's formally designated complaint 
unit is located outside of the United States, records required by this section shall be 
reasonably accessible in the United States at either:(l) A location in the United 
States where the manufacturer's records are regularly kept; or(2) The location of the 
initial distributor. 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 
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(1) FDA requirement in CPMA order- "Within 10 days after Defendant receives 
knowledge of any adverse reaction to report the matter to the FDA." 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in turn were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(m) FDA requirement in CPMA order- "Report to the FDA under the MDR whenever it 
receives information from any source that reasonably suggests that the device may 
have caused or contributed to a serious injury." 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

(n) Monitor the product after pre-market approval and to discover and report to the 
FDA any complaints about the product's performance and any adverse health 
consequences of which it became aware and that are or may be attributable to the 
product, 21 CFR §§ 814 et seq.; 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physician.) 

( o) Establish internal procedures for reviewing complaints and event reports, 21 CFR 
§§820.198, §§ 820.100 et seq. and§§ 820.20 et seq.; and 

(Defendants were cited for and breached this federal standard by failing to disclose, 
consider, and include in their risk management plans thousands of adverse events 
and complaints for migrations, perforations, pregnancies, device failures and 
malfunctions, and the safety of loose coils, which in tum were never disclosed to 
Plaintiffs and Implanting Physicians.) 

307. Due to these breaches, Defendants were cited by the FDA as Defendants "did not 

consider these complaints in their risk analysis" and "for their risk analysis of Essure being 

incomplete. 
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308. This was an unreasonably dangerous and negligent risk analysis plan which was 

required by Federal law as it put Plaintiffs at unnecessary risk of injury due to Defendants' 

failure to report adverse reports to the FDA, to track non-conforming product, update its labeling 

of Essure, and to consider adverse reports in its risk analysis. 

309. This breach caused Plaintiffs' damages because but for Defendants failure to 

comply with federal law and disclose, consider, and include in their risk management plans 

and/or labeling the thousands of adverse events and complaints for migrations, perforations, 

pregnancies, device failures and malfunctions, Plaintiffs would not have been implanted with 

Essure and therefore would also not have been injured by Essure. Instead, Defendants failed to 

have a complete Risk Management Plan in place thereby precluding Plaintiffs and their 

implanting physicians from knowing of the thousands of migrations, perforations, pregnancies, 

device failures and malfunctions. This was actively concealed by Defendants. 

310. This breach caused Plaintiffs' damages noted above. 

311. As a result of Defendants' negligence individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained the injuries and exacerbations noted above. 

312. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs had to undergo numerous surgical procedures, diagnostic procedures, and may have to 

undergo surgeries, diagnostic testing, treatment and rehabilitation into the indefinite future. 

313. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained significant pain and suffering, permanent injuries, both physical and mental, 

and will continue to do so into the indefinite future. 

314. Plaintiffs have been forced to expend significant sums of money for treatment of 

the multitude of surgeries, testing, medicine, therapies along with related expenses, all to their 
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significant financial detriment and loss, and they may have to endure significant financial 

expenditures into the foreseeable future. 

315. Plaintiffs have suffered a significant decrease in her ability to earn money in the 

future, as well as a significant loss of earning capacity. 

WHEREFORE, for the above reasons, Plaintiffs demand judgment in their favor and against the 

Defendants for an amount in excess of $75,000.00 each, compensatory, punitive damages, 

incidental, consequential, including pain and suffering which was a foreseeable consequential 

damages, delay damages, attorney's fees and costs of suit in an amount to be determined upon 

the trial of this matter. 

BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY- COUNT III 

316. Plaintiffs re-alleges and re-incorporates the preceding Paragraphs and pleads in 

the alternative to Counts IV. 

317. The FDA's CPMA order confirms that: the FDA "does not evaluate information 

related to contractual liability warranties, however you should be aware that any such warranty 

statements must be truthful, accurate, and not misleading, and must be consistent with applicable 

Federal and State laws." 

318. This claim anses out of injuries caused by Defendants' express warranties to 

Plaintiffs which were specifically negotiated and expressly communicated to Plaintiffs by 

Defendants or its agents in such a manner that Plaintiffs understood and accepted them. 

319. Defendant made, and Plaintiffs relied on, the following actual affirmations of fact 

or promises which formed the bases of the bargain between Plaintiffs and Defendants 7: 

(a) "Only FDA approved female sterilization procedure to have zero pregnancies 

in the clinical trials." 

7 The warranties and misrepresentations relating to pregnancy apply to only those plaintiffs that became pregnant. 
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1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty which was located 
on Defendants' website www.essure.com. The circumstances under 
which Plaintiffs encountered this representation was via the internet when 
they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as there were actually four pregnancies 
during the clinical trials and five pregnancies during the first year of 
commercial expenence. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. 

(b) "There were Zero pregnancies in the clinical trials." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as there were actually four pregnancies 
during the clinical trials and five pregnancies during the first year of 
commercial expenence. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. 

( c) "Physicians must be signed-off to perform Essure procedures" 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on 
Defendants' website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which 
Plaintiffs encountered this representation was via the internet when they 
were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted reliable physicians who were approved to 
perform her surgery. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Defendants failed to abide by the 
FDA guidelines when training the implanting physicians and "signed-off' 
on the implanting physicians who did not have the requisite training. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiff. 
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( d) "Worry free: Once your doctor confirms that your tubes are blocked, you never 
have to worry about unplanned pregnancy" 

t. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as several pregnancies have been 
reported subsequent to confirmation. Defendants concealed this 
information from Plaintiffs. Between 1997-2005, 64 pregnancies were 
reported to Defendants. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. Adverse Event Report ESS 205 dated 10/3/2006 evidences a 
pregnancy after the three month Confirmation Test was confirmed. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. There have been 
over 30 pregnancies after "doctors confirmed the tubes were blocked." 
Women who have Essure have 10 times greater risk of pregnancy after 
one year than those who use laparoscopic sterilization. At ten years, the 
risk of pregnancy is almost four (4) times greater.8 Defendants' SEC 
filings, Form 10-K show that the HSG test used to confirm the tubes are 
blocked has been described by Defendants as "painful and is also known 
to be highly inaccurate, with false-positive results in as many as 40%." 

( e) "Essure is the most effective permanent birth control available-even more 
effective than tying your tubes or a vasectomy." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K 
show that no comparison to a vasectomy or tying of tubes was ever done 
by Defendants. Defendants stated, "We did not conduct a clinical trial to 
compare the Es sure procedure to laparoscopic tubal ligation." Defendants 

8 Probability of pregnancy after sterilization: a comparison of hysteroscopic versus laparoscopic sterilization, 
Gariepy, Aileen. Medical Publication "Contraception." Elsevier 2014. 
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concealed this information from Plaintiffs. In fact, women who have 
Essure have 10 times greater risk of pregnancy after one year than those 
who use laparoscopic sterilization. At ten years, the risk of pregnancy is 
almost 4 times greater9

. 

(f) "Correct placement .. .is performed easily because of the design of the micro
insert" 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

ii. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a procedure that could be easily performed and 
ensure that placement of the devices were properly positioned. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants admitted that placement 
of the device requires a "skilled approach" and even admitted that their 
own experts in hysteroscopy (as compared to general gynecologists not on 
the same level as an expert hysteroscopist) failed to place the micro
inserts in 1 out of 7 clinical participants. Defendants concealed this 
information from Plaintiffs. 

(g) "Essure is a surgery-free permanent birth control." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiff 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Essure is not permanent as the coils 
migrate, perforate organs and are expelled by the body. Moreover, all 
Essure procedures are done under hysteroscopy, which is a surgical 
procedure. 

(h) "Zero pregnancies" in its clinical or pivotal trials. 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
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advertisement entitled "Are you Ready?" The circumstances under which 
Plaintiff encountered this representation was via a brochure given to her at 
her implanting physicians' office and was read when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as there were at least four pregnancies. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 

(i) In order to be identified as a qualified Essure physician, a minimum of one Essure 
procedure must be performed every 6-8 weeks. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an Essure 
advertisement. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this 
representation was via a brochure when they were researching options of 
birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted reliable physicians who were approved to 
perform her surgery. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants "signed off' on "Essure 
physicians who did not perform the procedure every 6-8 weeks, including 
the implanting physicians. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiff. 

G) You'll never have to worry about unplanned pregnancy again. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure" 
and on www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via a brochure when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as there were at least four pregnancies. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 
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(k) Defendants marketed with commercials stating during the procedure: "the tip 

of each insert remains visible to your doctor, so proper placement can be 

confirmed." 

1. Plaintiff relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be true. 
Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a procedure that could be easily performed and 
ensure that placement of the devices were properly positioned. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Essure does not allow for visual 
confirmation of proper placement during the procedure. 

(1) "Worry free" 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that she did not 
have to worry about working or causing her serious health problems. 

111. However, Defendants actively concealed and failed to report 8 
perforations which occurred as a result of Essure to the FDA as evidenced 
in a Form 483 issued by the FDA to Defendants. Defendants actively 
concealed this from Plaintiff See Investigative Report attached hereto as 
Exhibit "C." Defendants were issued another Form 483 when it 
"erroneously used non-conforming material." Defendants actively 
concealed this and was issued an additional Form 483 for "failing to 
adequately document the situation." Defendants actively concealed this 
from Plaintiffs. See Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C. 
Defendants' facility was also issued a notice of violation as it "no longer 
uses pre-sterile and post-sterile cages." Defendants actively concealed this 
from Plaintiffs. See Notice of Violation attached as Exhibit "D. " 
Defendants also was issued a notice of violation when it "failed to obtain a 
valid license ... prior to manufacturing medical devices." Defendants were 
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manufacturing devices for three years without a license. Defendants 
actively concealed this from Plaintiffs. See Notice of Violation attached as 
Exhibit "D. " Defendants were also issued a notice of violation as it was 
manufacturing medical devices from 2005 at an unlicensed facility. See 
Notice of Violation attached as Exhibit "D. " Defendants actively 
concealed this from Plaintiffs. Defendants failed to notice the FDA of 
their internal excel file containing 16,047 entries of complaints. See 
Exhibit "H" Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K show that the HSG 
test used to confirm the tubes are blocked has been described by 
Defendants as "painful and is also known to be highly inaccurate, with 
false-positive results in as many as 40%." Defendants were issued Form 
483's for not disclosing MDR's to the FDA for perforations, migrations 
and instances where Essure broke into pieces; were cited for having an 
incomplete risk analysis, not documenting non-conforming products, not 
following procedures used to control non-confirming product, and other 
quality problems. 

(m)"The Essure inserts stay secure, forming a long protective barrier against 
pregnancy. They also remain visible outside your tubes, so your doctor can 
confirm that they're properly in place." 

t. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

u. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that would not 
migrate and that could be visible so that implanting physicians could 
confirm they were placed properly and would not migrate or cause her 
other health problems. 

111. However, this warranty was false as the micro-inserts do not remain 
secure but migrate and are expelled by the body. Defendants actively 
concealed this information from Plaintiffs. Defendants actively 
concealed and failed to report 8 perforations which occurred as a result of 
Essure to the FDA as evidenced in Form 483 issued to Defendants by the 
FDA. See Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C . " 
Defendants were issued Form 483's for not disclosing MDR's to the FDA 
for perforations, migrations and instances where Essure broke into pieces; 
were cited for having an incomplete risk analysis, not documenting non
conforming products, not following procedures used to control non
confirming product, and other quality problems. 
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(n) "The Essure inserts are made from the same trusted, silicone free material used 
in heart stents." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that was made of 
safe material which would not cause her serious health problems. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as the micro-inserts are not made from 
the same material as heart stents. Specifically, the micro-inserts are made 
of PET fibers which trigger inflammation and scar tissue growth. Heart 
stents do not elicit tissue growth. Defendants actively concealed this from 
Plaintiff. PET fibers are not designed or manufactured for use in human 
implantation. Moreover, Defendants also warranted: "the long-term nature 
of the tissue response to the Essure micro-insert is not known." PET 
fibers are made of the same materials as the PVT material in vaginal 
meshes which have a high rate of expulsion. Most egregiously, 
Defendants were issued another Form 483 when it "erroneously used non
conforming material." Defendants actively concealed this and was issue 
another Form 483 for "failing to adequately document the situation." See 
Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C. " 

( o) Step Two: "pregnancy cannot occur"; Step Three: The Confirmation. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants also state that it is only 
after "The Confirmation" pregnancy cannot occur. i.e. the complete 
opposite of what is warranted in the brochure. Adverse Event Report ESS 
205 dated 10/3/2006 evidences a pregnancy after the three month 
confirmation test was confirmed. Between 1997-2005, 64 pregnancies 
were reported to Defendants. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. There have been over 30 pregnancies after ''.doctors confirmed 
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the tubes were blocked." There have been incidents where the micro
inserts were expelled from the body even after the Confirmation Test10

• 

(p) "Essure eliminates the risks, discomfort, and recovery time associated with 

surgical procedures." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

ii. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that eliminated the 
risks and discomfort associated with other types of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Essure is not "surgery-free", rather 
surgery is not required. Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K show that the 
HSG test used to confirm the tubes are blocked has been described by 
Defendants as "painful and is also known to be highly inaccurate, with 
false-positive results in as many as 40%." 

(q) Essure is a ... permanent birth control procedure-without ... the risks of getting 
your tubes tied. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiff encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

ii. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that eliminated the 
risks and discomfort associated with other types of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Essure does not eliminate the risks 
associated with other surgeries, such as tubal ligation, but actually 
includes more risks which were not known to Plaintiffs. 

(r) "The inserts are made from ... safe, trusted material." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 

10 Essure insert expulsion after 3-month hysterosalpingogram,, US National Library of Medicine, Garcia, Al. 
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The circumstances under which Plaintiff encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

ti. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that was made of 
safe material which would not cause her serious health problems. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as the inserts are not made of safe, 
trusted material as they migrate, corrode, break, and contain drugs. In 
fact, Defendants refer to Essure and classify it as a "drug." 

(s) Defendants' Essure booklet warrants: "This viewable portion of the micro-

insert serves to verify placement and does not irritate the lining of the uterus." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on a booklet 
advertisement entitled "Essure: Permanent Birth Control" The 
circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation was 
via a brochure given to them at their implanting physicians' office and was 
read when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that would not 
migrate and that could be visible so that their implanting physicians could 
confirm they were placed properly and would not migrate or cause her 
other health problems. Moreover, Plaintiffs wanted a birth control that did 
not irritate her uterus like other forms of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as the device does irritate the uterus as 
the device is left trailing into the uterus and continues to elicit tissue 
growth. Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 
Defendants actively concealed and failed to report 8 perforations which 
occurred as a result of Essure to the FDA as evidenced in Form 483. See 
Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C . " Defendants were 
issued Form 483 's for not disclosing MD R's to the FDA for perforations, 
migrations and instances where Essure broke into pieces; were cited for 
having an incomplete risk analysis, not documenting non-conforming 
products, not following procedures used to control non-confirming 
product, and other quality problems. 

(t) "there was no cutting, no pain, no scars ... " 

L Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on a booklet 
advertisement entitled "Essure: Permanent Birth Control" The 
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circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation was 
via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

ii. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that did not cause 
pain cutting or scars like other forms of birth control do. 

ui. However, this warranty was false as Plaintiffs have experienced pain as a 
result of Essure. Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 
Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K show that the HSG test used to 
confirm the tubes are blocked has been described by Defendants as 
"painful and is also known to be highly inaccurate, with false-positive 
results in as many as 40%." Defendants were issued Form 483's for not 
disclosing MDR's to the FDA for pain. Defendants altered the records of 
at least one trial participant to reflect less pain. 

320. Defendants' "affirmations of fact or promise" and "descriptions" created a basis of 

the bargain for Plaintiffs as noted above. 

321. The warranties were specifically negotiated, directed, intended, and expressly 

communicated to Plaintiffs in such a manner that Plaintiffs understood and accepted them. 

Moreover, Plaintiffs provided reasonable notification of the breach. 

322. These warranties, in effect, over-promoted Essure and nullified otherwise adequate 

wammgs. 

323. As a result of Defendants' warranties and Plaintiffs' reliance on same, Plaintiffs 

have suffered damages. Specifically, the Essure device did not perform as warranted and instead 

migrated, perforated and/or broke resulting in the injuries noted above. 

324. As a result of Defendants' breaches individually, jointly, and severally, Plaintiffs 

sustained the injuries and exacerbations noted above. 

325. As a result of Defendants' breaches, individually, jointly, and severally, Plaintiffs 

had to undergo numerous surgical procedures, diagnostic procedures, and may have to undergo 

surgeries, diagnostic testing, treatment and rehabilitation into the indefinite future. 
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326. As a result of Defendants' breaches, individually, jointly, and severally, Plaintiffs 

sustained significant pain and suffering, permanent injuries, both physical and mental, and will 

continue to do so into the indefinite future. 

327. Plaintiffs have been forced to expend significant sums of money for treatment of 

the multitude of surgeries, testing, medicine, therapies along with related expenses, all to their 

significant financial detriment and loss, and they may have to endure significant financial 

expenditures into the foreseeable future. 

328. Plaintiffs have suffered a significant decrease in her ability to earn money in the 

future, as well as a significant loss of earning capacity. 

WHEREFORE, for the above reasons, Plaintiffs demand judgment in their favor and against the 

Defendants for an amount in excess of $75,000.00 each, compensatory, punitive damages, 

incidental, consequential, including pain and suffering which was a foreseeable consequential 

damages, delay damages, attorney's fees and costs of suit in an amount to be determined upon 

the trial of this matter. 

NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION- COUNT IV 

329. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-incorporate the preceding Paragraphs. 

330. Defendants made the following misrepresentations: 

(a) "Only FDA approved female sterilization procedure to have zero pregnancies 

in the clinical trials." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty which was located 
on Defendants' website www.essure.com. The circumstances under 
which Plaintiffs encountered this representation was via the internet when 
they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 
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ui. However, this warranty was false as there were actually four pregnancies 
during the clinical trials and five pregnancies during the first year of 
commercial experience. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. 

(b) "There were Zero pregnancies in the clinical trials." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

1i. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as there were actually four pregnancies 
during the clinical trials and five pregnancies during the first year of 
commercial expenence. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. 

( c) "Physicians must be signed-off to perform Essure procedures" 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable physician who was approved to 
perform her surgery. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Defendants failed to abide by the 
FDA guidelines when training the implanting physicians and "signed-off' 
on the implanting physicians who did not have the requisite training. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 

( d) "Worry free: Once your doctor confirms that your tubes are blocked, you never 
have to worry about unplanned pregnancy" 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
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encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as several pregnancies have been 
reported subsequent to confirmation. Defendants concealed this 
information from Plaintiffs. Between 1997-2005, 64 pregnancies were 
reported to Defendants. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. Adverse Event Report ESS 205 dated 10/3/2006 evidences a 
pregnancy after the three month Confirmation Test was confirmed. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. There have been 
over 30 pregnancies after "doctors confirmed the tubes were blocked." 
Women who have Essure have 10 times greater risk of pregnancy after 
one year than those who use laparoscopic sterilization. At ten years, the 
risk of pregnancy is almost four (4) times greater. 11 Defendants' SEC 
filings, Form 10-K show that the HSG test used to confirm the tubes are 
blocked has been described by Defendants as "painful and is also known 
to be highly inaccurate, with false-positive results in as many as 40%." 

(e) "Essure is the most effective permanent birth control available-even more 
effective than tying your tubes or a vasectomy." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

IL This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K 
show that no comparison to a vasectomy or tying of tubes was ever done 
by Defendants. Defendants stated, "We did not conduct a clinical trial to 
compare the Essure procedure to laparoscopic tubal ligation." Defendants 
concealed this information from Plaintiffs. In fact, women who have 
Essure have 10 times greater risk of pregnancy after one year than those 
who use laparoscopic sterilization. At ten years, the risk of pregnancy is 
almost 4 times greater12

• 

11 Probability of pregnancy after sterilization: a comparison of hysteroscopic versus laparoscopic sterilization, 
Gariepy, Aileen. Medical Publication "Contraception." Elsevier 2014. 
12 Id. 
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(f) "Correct placement. . .is performed easily because of the design of the micro
insert" 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a procedure that could be easily performed and 
ensure that placement of the devices were properly positioned. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants admitted that placement 
of the device requires a "skilled approach" and even admitted that their 
own experts in hysteroscopy (as compared to general gynecologists not on 
the same level as an expert hysteroscopist) failed to place the micro-inserts 
in 1 out of 7 clinical participants. Defendants concealed this information 
from Plaintiffs. 

(g) "the Essure training program is a comprehensive course designed to provide 
information and skills necessary to select appropriate patients, perform 
competent procedures and manage technical issues related to the placement of 
Essure micro-inserts for permanent birth control." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted an implanting physician that was properly trained 
on placing the device and managing any technical issues. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Defendants failed to train the 
implanting physicians pursuant to the FDA guidelines. Defendants 
concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 

(h) "In order to be trained in Essure you must be a skilled operative hysteroscopist. 
You will find the procedure easier to learn if you are already proficient in 
operative hysteroscopy and management of the awake patient. If your skills are 
minimal or out of date, you should attend a hysteroscopy course before 
learning Essure." 
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1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted an implanting physician that was properly trained 
on placing the device and managing any technical issues. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants "signed off' on the 
implanting physicians who were not a skilled operative hysteroscopist, in 
order to monopolize and capture the market, including the implanting 
physicians. Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 

(i) "Essure is a surgery-free permanent birth control." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on Defendants' 
website www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via the internet when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Essure is not permanent as the coils 
migrate, perforate organs and are expelled by the body. Moreover, all 
Essure procedures are done under hysteroscopy, which is a surgical 
procedure. 

(j) "Zero pregnancies" in its clinical or pivotal trials. 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "Are you Ready?" The circumstances under which 
Plaintiffs encountered this representation was via a brochure read when 
they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as there were at least four pregnancies. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 
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(k) In order to be identified as a qualified Essure physician, a minimum of one 
Essure procedure must be performed every 6-8 weeks. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty located on an 
Essure advertisement. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via a brochure given to her at her 
implanting physicians' office and was read when they were researching 
options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable Physician who was approved to 
perform her surgery. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants "signed off' on "Essure 
physicians" who did not perform the procedure every 6-8 weeks, including 
the implanting physicians. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. 

(1) You'll never have to worry about unplanned pregnancy again. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure" 
and on www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via a brochure when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as there were at least four pregnancies. 
Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 

(m)Defendants marketed with commercials stating during the procedure: "the tip 

of each insert remains visible to your doctor, so proper placement can be 

confirmed." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure" 
and on www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via a brochure when they were 
researching options of birth control. 
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11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a procedure that could be easily performed and 
ensure that placement of the devices were properly positioned. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Essure does not allow for visual 
confirmation of proper placement during the procedure. 

(n) "Worry free" 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure" 
and on www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via a brochure when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

1i. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that she did not 
have to worry about working or causing her serious health problems. 

iii. However, Defendants actively concealed and failed to report 8 
perforations which occurred as a result of Essure to the FDA as evidenced 
in a Form 483 issued by the FDA to Defendants. Defendants actively 
concealed this from Plaintiffs. See Investigative Report attached hereto as 
Exhibit "C . " Defendants were issued another Form 483 when it 
"erroneously used non-conforming material." Defendants actively 
concealed this and was issued an additional Form 483 for "failing to 
adequately document the situation." Defendants actively concealed this 
from Plaintiffs. See Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C 
. ''Defendants' facility was also issued a notice of violation as it "no longer 
uses pre-sterile and post-sterile cages." Defendants actively concealed this 
from Plaintiffs. See Notice of Violation attached as Exhibit "D. " 
Defendants also was issued a notice of violation when it "failed to obtain a 
valid license ... prior to manufacturing medical devices." Defendants were 
manufacturing devices for three years without a license. Defendants 
actively concealed this from Plaintiffs. See Notice of Violation attached as 
Exhibit "D. " Defendants were also issued a notice of violation as it was 
manufacturing medical devices from 2005 at an unlicensed facility. See 
Notice of Violation attached as Exhibit "D. " Defendants actively 
concealed this from Plaintiffs. Defendants failed to notice the FDA of 
their internal excel file containing 16,047 entries of complaints. 
Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K show that the HSG test used to 
confirm the tubes are blocked has been described by Defendants as 
"painful and is also known to be highly inaccurate, with false-positive 
results in as many as 40%." Defendants were issued Form 483's for not 
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disclosing MDR's to the FDA for perforations, migrations and instances 
where Essure broke into pieces; were cited for having an incomplete risk 
analysis, not documenting non-conforming products, not following 
procedures used to control non-confirming product, and other quality 
problems. 

( o) "The Essure inserts stay secure, forming a long protective barrier against 
pregnancy. They also remain visible outside your tubes, so your doctor can 
confirm that they're properly in place." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure" 
and on www.essure.com. The circumstances under which Plaintiffs 
encountered this representation was via a brochure when they were 
researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that would not 
migrate and that could be visible so that their implanting physicians could 
confirm they were placed properly and would not migrate or cause her 
other health problems. 

111. However, this warranty was false as the micro-inserts do not remain 
secure but migrate and are expelled by the body. Defendants actively 
concealed this information from Plaintiffs. Defendants actively 
concealed and failed to report 8 perforations which occurred as a result of 
Essure to the FDA as evidenced in Form 483 issued to Defendants by the 
FDA. See Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C . " 
Defendants were issued Form 483's for not disclosing MDR's to the FDA 
for perforations, migrations and instances where Essure broke into pieces; 
were cited for having an incomplete risk analysis, not documenting non
conforming products, not following procedures used to control non
confirming product, and other quality problems. 

(p) "The Essure inserts are made from the same trusted, silicone free material used 
in heart stents." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 
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11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that was made of 
safe material which would not cause her serious health problems. 

111. However, this warranty was false as the micro-inserts are not made from 
the same material as heart stents. Specifically, the micro-inserts are made 
of PET fibers which trigger inflammation and scar tissue growth. Heart 
stents do not elicit tissue growth. Defendants actively concealed this from 
Plaintiffs. PET fibers are not designed or manufactured for use in human 
implantation. Moreover, Defendants also warranted: "the long-term nature 
of the tissue response to the Essure micro-insert is not known." PET 
fibers are made of the same materials as the PVT material in vaginal 
meshes which have a high rate of expulsion. Most egregiously, 
Defendants were issued another Form 483 when it "erroneously used non
conforming material." Defendants actively concealed this and was issue 
another Form 483 for "failing to adequately document the situation." See 
Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C." 

(q) Step Two: "pregnancy cannot occur"; Step Three: The Confirmation. 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Defendants also state that it is only 
after "The Confirmation" pregnancy cannot occur. i.e. the complete 
opposite of what is warranted in the brochure. Adverse Event Report ESS 
205 dated 10/3/2006 evidences a pregnancy after the three month 
confirmation test was confirmed. Between 1997-2005, 64 pregnancies 
were reported to Defendants. Defendants concealed this information from 
Plaintiffs. There have been over 30 pregnancies after "doctors confirmed 
the tubes were blocked." There have been incidents where the micro
inserts were expelled from the body even after the Confirmation Test13

• 

(r) "Essure eliminates the risks, discomfort, and recovery time associated with 
surgical procedures." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 

13 Essure insert expulsion after 3-month hysterosalpingogram,, US National Library of Medicine, Garcia, AL 
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The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that eliminated the 
risks and discomfort associated with other types of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Essure is not "surgery-free'', rather 
surgery is not required. Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K show that the 
HSG test used to confirm the tubes are blocked has been described by 
Defendants as "painful and is also known to be highly inaccurate, with 
false-positive results in as many as 40%." 

(s) Essure is a ... permanent birth control procedure-without ... the risks of 
getting your tubes tied. 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that eliminated the 
risks and discomfort associated with other types of birth control. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as Essure does not eliminate the risks 
associated with other surgeries, such as tubal ligation, but actually 
includes more risks which were not known to Plaintiffs. 

(t) "The inserts are made from ... safe, trusted material." 

i. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on an 
advertisement entitled "When your family is complete, choose Essure." 
The circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation 
was via a brochure when they were researching options of birth control. 

ii. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that was made of 
safe material which would not cause her serious health problems. 

iii. However, this warranty was false as the inserts are not made of safe, 
trusted material as they migrate, corrode, break, and contain drugs. In 
fact, Defendants refer to Essure and classify it as a "drug." 
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(u) Defendants' Essure booklet warrants: "This viewable portion of the micro-

insert serves to verify placement and does not irritate the lining of the uterus." 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on a booklet 
advertisement entitled "Essure: Permanent Birth Control" The 
circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation was 
via a brochure read when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that would not 
migrate and that could be visible so that their implanting physicians could 
confirm they were placed properly and would not migrate or cause her 
other health problems. Moreover, Plaintiffs wanted a birth control that did 
not irritate her uterus like other forms of birth control. 

111. However, this warranty was false as the device does irritate the uterus as 
the device is left trailing into the uterus and continues to elicit tissue 
growth. Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 
Defendants actively concealed and failed to report 8 perforations which 
occurred as a result of Essure to the FDA as evidenced in Form 483. See 
Investigative Report attached hereto as Exhibit "C . " Defendants were 
issued Form 483 's for not disclosing MD R's to the FDA for perforations, 
migrations and instances where Essure broke into pieces; were cited for 
having an incomplete risk analysis, not documenting non-conforming 
products, not following procedures used to control non-confirming 
product, and other quality problems. 

(v) "there was no cutting, no pain, no scars ... " 

1. Plaintiffs relied on and actually saw this warranty and believed it to be 
true. Specifically, Plaintiffs saw and read this warranty on a booklet 
advertisement entitled "Essure: Permanent Birth Control" The 
circumstances under which Plaintiffs encountered this representation was 
via a brochure read when they were researching options of birth control. 

11. This warranty created the basis of the bargain as Plaintiffs read and saw 
the warranty and wanted a reliable type of birth control that did not cause 
pain cutting or scars like other forms of birth control do. 

111. However, this warranty was false as Plaintiffs has experienced pain as a 
result of Essure. Defendants concealed this information from Plaintiffs. 
Defendants' SEC filings, Form 10-K show that the HSG test used to 
confirm the tubes are blocked has been described by Defendants as 
"painful and is also known to be highly inaccurate, with false-positive 
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results in as many as 40%." Defendants were issued Form 483's for not 
disclosing MDR's to the FDA for pain. Defendants altered the records of 
at least one trial participant to reflect less pain. 

331. Plaintiffs justifiably relied on the misrepresentations. Specifically, Plaintiffs 

would have never had Essure implanted had she been aware of the falsity of the representations 

specifically delineated in the preceding paragraphs which violate both Federal law and the 

CPMA. 

332. Moreover, these misrepresentations, in effect, over-promoted Essure and nullified 

otherwise adequate warnings. 

333. As a result of Defendants' misrepresentations and Plaintiffs' reliance on same, 

Plaintiffs have suffered damages. Specifically, the Essure device did not perform as represented 

and instead migrated, perforated and/or broke resulting in the injuries noted above. 

334. As a result of Defendants' negligence individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained the injuries and exacerbations noted above. 

335. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs had to undergo numerous surgical procedures, diagnostic procedures, and may have to 

undergo surgeries, diagnostic testing, treatment and rehabilitation into the indefinite future. 

336. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained significant pain and suffering, permanent injuries, both physical and mental, 

and will continue to do so into the indefinite future. 

337. Plaintiffs have been forced to expend significant sums of money for treatment of 

the multitude of surgeries, testing, medicine, therapies along with related expenses, all to their 

significant financial detriment and loss, and they may have to endure significant financial 

expenditures into the foreseeable future. 
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338. Plaintiffs have suffered a significant decrease in their ability to earn money in the 

future, as well as a significant loss of earning capacity. 

WHEREFORE, for the above reasons, Plaintiffs demand judgment in their favor and against the 

Defendants for an amount in excess of $75,000.00 each, compensatory, punitive damages, 

incidental, consequential, including pain and suffering which was a foreseeable consequential 

damages, delay damages, attorney's fees and costs of suit in an amount to be determined upon 

the trial of this matter. 

NEGLIGENCE-FAILURE TO WARN- COUNT V 

339. Plaintiffs re-allege and re-incorporate the preceding Paragraphs. 

340. Plaintiffs' injuries were caused by the negligent and reckless conduct of 

Defendants in failing to warn Plaintiffs or their implanting physicians, all of which hinge on 

violations of Federal law and its CPMA. 

341. Defendants had a duty to warn Plaintiffs and/or their implanting physicians 

consistent with Federal law and its CMPA and included: 

(a) 21 C.F.R. 814, governing premarket approval of medical devices, a Statement 
of material fact means a representation that tends to show that the safety or 
effectiveness of a device is more probable than it would be in the absence of 
such a representation. A false affirmation or silence or an omission that would 
lead a reasonable person to draw a particular conclusion as to the safety or 
effectiveness of a device also may be a false statement of material fact, even if 
the statement was not intended by the person making it to be misleading or to 
have any probative effect. 

(b) 21 C.F.R. 814.80-A device may not be manufactured, packaged, stored, 
labeled, distributed, or advertised in a manner that is inconsistent with a 
conditions of approval specified in the PMA approval order for the device. 

(c) 21 C.F.R. 820.65- establish and maintain procedures for identifying with a 
control number each unit, lot, or batch of finished devices and where 
appropriate components. The procedures shall facilitate corrective action. 
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(d) 21 C.F.R. 803.l(a)- This part establishes the requirements for medical device 
reporting for device user facilities, manufacturers, importers, and distributors. 
If you are a device user facility, you must report deaths and serious injuries that 
a device has or may have caused or contributed to, establish and maintain 
adverse event files, and submit summary annual reports. If you are a 
manufacturer or importer, you must report deaths and serious injuries that your 
device has or may have caused or contributed to, you must report certain 
device malfunctions, and you must establish and maintain adverse event files. 
If you are a manufacturer, you must also submit specified follow-up. These 
reports help us to protect the public health by helping to ensure that devices are 
not adulterated or misbranded and are safe and effective for their intended use. 

( e) 21 C.F .R. 803 .10- (a) If you are a device user facility, you must submit reports 
(described in subpart C of this part), as follows: (1) Submit reports of 
individual adverse events no later than 10 work days after the day that you 
become aware of a reportable event :(i) Submit reports of device-related deaths 
to us and to the manufacturer, if known; or (ii) Submit reports of device-related 
serious injuries to the manufacturers or, if the manufacturer is unknown, 
submit reports to us.(2) Submit annual reports (described in 803.33) to us.(b) If 
you are an importer, you must submit reports (described in subpart D of this 
part), as follows:(l) Submit reports of individual adverse events no later than 
30 calendar days after the day that you become aware of a reportable event:(i) 
Submit reports of device-related deaths or serious injuries to us and to the 
manufacturer; or(ii) Submit reports of device-related malfunctions to the 
manufacturer.(2) [Reserved](c) If you are a manufacturer, you must submit 
reports (described in subpart E of this part) to us, as follows:(l) Submit reports 
of individual adverse events no later than 30 calendar days after the day that 
you become aware of a reportable death, serious injury, or malfunction.(2) 
Submit reports of individual adverse events no later than 5 work days after the 
day that you become aware of:(i) A reportable event that requires remedial 
action to prevent an unreasonable risk of substantial harm to the public health, 
or(ii) A reportable event for which we made a written request.(3) Submit 
supplemental reports if you obtain information that you did not submit in an 
initial report. 

(f) 21 C.F.R. 803.50(a)- (a) If you are a manufacturer, you must report to us no 
later than 30 calendar days after the day that you receive or otherwise become 
aware of information, from any source, that reasonably suggests that a device 
that you market:(l) May have caused or contributed to a death or serious 
injury; or(2) Has malfunctioned and this device or a similar device that you 
market would be likely to cause or contribute to a death or serious injury, if the 
malfunction were to recur.(b) What information does FDA consider 
"reasonably known" to me?(l) You must submit all information required in 
this subpart E that is reasonably known to you. We consider the following 
information to be reasonably known to you:(i) Any information that you can 

obtain by contacting a user facility, importer, or other initial reporter;(ii) Any 
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information in your possession; or (iii) Any information that you can obtain by 
analysis, testing, or other evaluation of the device.(2) You are responsible for 
obtaining and submitting to us information that is incomplete or missing from 
reports submitted by user facilities, importers, and other initial reporters.(3) 
You are also responsible for conducting an investigation of each event and 
evaluating the cause of the event. If you cannot submit complete information 
on a report, you must provide a statement explaining why this information was 
incomplete and the steps you took to obtain the information. If you later obtain 
any required information that was not available at the time you filed your 
initial report, you must submit this information in a supplemental report under 
803.56. 

(g) 21 C.F.R. 803.53- You must submit a 5-day report to us, on Form 3500A or an 
electronic equivalent approved under 803 .14, no later than 5 work days after 
the day that you become aware that:(a) An MDR reportable event necessitates 
remedial action to prevent an unreasonable risk of substantial harm to the 
public health. You may become aware of the need for remedial action from any 
information, including any trend analysis; or(b) We have made a written 
request for the submission of a 5-day report. If you receive such a written 
request from us, you must submit, without further requests, a 5-day report for 
all subsequent events of the same nature that involve substantially similar 
devices for the time period specified in the written request. We may extend the 
time period stated in the original written request if we determine it is in the 
interest of the public health. 

(h) 21 C.F.R. 806.10- (a) Each device manufacturer or importer shall submit a 
written report to FDA of any correction or removal of a device initiated by 
such manufacturer or importer if the correction or removal was initiated:(!) To 
reduce a risk to health posed by the device; or(2) To remedy a violation of the 
act caused by the device which may present a risk to health unless the 
information has already been provided as set forth in paragraph (f) of this 
section or the corrective or removal action is exempt from the reporting 
requirements under 806.l(b).(b) The manufacturer or importer shall submit any 
report required by paragraph (a) of this section within 10-working days of 
initiating such correction or removal.(c) The manufacturer or importer shall 
include the following information in the report:(l) The seven digit registration 
number of the entity responsible for submission of the report of corrective or 
removal action (if applicable), the month, day, and year that the report is made, 
and a sequence number (i.e., 001 for the first report, 002 for the second report, 
003 etc.), and the report type designation "C" or "R". For example, the 
complete number for the first correction report submitted on June 1, 1997, will 
appear as follows for a firm with the registration number 1234567: 1234567-
6/1/97-001-C. The second correction report number submitted by the same 
firm on July 1, 1997, would be 1234567-7/1/97-002-C etc. For removals, the 
number will appear as follows: 1234567-6/1/97-001-R and 1234567-7/1/97-
002-R, etc. Firms that do not have a seven digit registration number may use 
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seven zeros followed by the month, date, year, and sequence number (i.e. 
0000000-6/1/97-001-C for corrections and 0000000-7/1/97-001-R for 
removals). Reports received without a seven digit registration number will be 
assigned a seven digit central file number by the district office reviewing the 
reports.(2) The name, address, and telephone number of the manufacturer or 
importer, and the name, title, address, and telephone number of the 
manufacturer or importer representative responsible for conducting the device 
correction or removal.(3) The brand name and the common name, 
classification name, or usual name of the device and the intended use of the 
device.(4) Marketing status of the device, i.e., any applicable premarket 
notification number, premarket approval number, or indication tliat the device 
is a pre-amendments device, and the device listing number. A manufacturer or 
importer that does not have an FDA establishment registration number shall 
indicate in the report whether it has ever registered with FDA.(5) The unique 
device identifier (UDI) that appears on the device label or on the device 
package, or the device identifier, universal product code (UPC), model, 
catalog, or code number of the device and the manufacturing lot or serial 
number of the device or other identification number.(6) The manufacturer's 
name, address, telephone number, and contact person if different from that of 
the person submitting the report.(7) A description of the event(s) giving rise to 
the information reported and the corrective or removal actions that have been, 
and are expected to be taken.(8) Any illness or injuries that have occurred with 
use of the device. If applicable, include the medical device report numbers.(9) 
The total number of devices manufactured or distributed subject to the 
correction or removal and the number in the same batch, lot, or equivalent unit 
of production subject to the correction or removal.(10) The date of 
manufacture or distribution and the device's expiration date or expected 
life.(11) The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all domestic and 
foreign consignees of the device and the dates and number of devices 
distributed to each such consignee.(12) A copy of all communications 
regarding the correction or removal and the names and addresses of all 
recipients of the communications not provided in accordance with paragraph 
(c)(l 1) of this section.(13) If any required information is not immediately 
available, a statement as to why it is not available and when it will be 
submitted.( d) If, after submitting a report under this part, a manufacturer or 
importer determines that the same correction or removal should be extended to 
additional lots or batches of the same device, the manufacturer or importer 
shall within 10-working days of initiating the extension of the correction or 
removal, amend the report by submitting an amendment citing the original 
report number assigned according to paragraph ( c )(1) of this section, all of the 
information required by paragraph ( c )(2), and any information required by 
paragraphs (c)(3) through (c)(12) of this section that is different from the 
information submitted in the original report. The manufacturer or importer 
shall also provide a statement in accordance with paragraph (c)(l3) of this 
section for any required information that is not readily available.(e) A report 
submitted by a manufacturer or importer under this section (and any release by 
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FDA of that report or information) does not necessarily reflect a conclusion by 
the manufacturer, importer, or FDA that the report or information constitutes 
an admission that the device caused or contributed to a death or serious injury. 
A manufacturer or importer need not admit, and may deny, that the report or 
information submitted under this section constitutes an admission that the 
device caused or contributed to a death or serious injury.(f) No report of 
correction or removal is required under this part, if a report of the correction or 
removal is required and has been submitted under parts 803 or 1004 of this 
chapter.[62 FR 27191, May 19, 1997, as amended at 63 FR 42232, Aug. 7, 
1998; 69 FR 11311, Mar. 10, 2004; 78 FR 55821, Sept. 24, 2013] 

(i) 21 C.F.R. 814.84-(a) The holder of an approved PMA shall comply with the 
requirements of part 803 and with any other requirements applicable to the 
device by other regulations in this subchapter or by order approving the 
device.(b) Unless FDA specifies otherwise, any periodic report shall:(l) 
Identify changes described in 814.39(a) and changes required to be reported to 
FDA under 814.39(b).(2) Contain a summary and bibliography of the 
following information not previously submitted as part of the PMA:(i) 
Unpublished reports of data from any clinical investigations or nonclinical 
laboratory studies involving the device or related devices and known to or that 
reasonably should be known to the applicant.(ii) Reports in the scientific 
literature concerning the device and known to or that reasonably should be 
known to the applicant. If, after reviewing the summary and bibliography, 
FDA concludes that the agency needs a copy of the unpublished or published 
reports, FDA will notify the applicant that copies of such reports shall be 
submitted.(3) Identify changes made pursuant to an exception or alternative 
granted under 801.128 or 809.11 of this chapter.(4) Identify each device 
identifier currently in use for the device, and each device identifier for the 
device that has been discontinued since the previous periodic report. It is not 
necessary to identify any device identifier discontinued prior to December 23, 
2013. 

G) 21 C.F.R. 820.65- Each manufacturer of a device that is intended for surgical 
implant into the body or to support or sustain life and whose failure to perform 
when properly used in accordance with instructions for use provided in the 
labeling can be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury to the user 
shall establish and maintain procedures for identifying with a control number 
each unit, lot, or batch of finished devices and where appropriate components. 
The procedures shall facilitate corrective action. Such identification shall be 
documented in the DHR. 

(k) 21 C.F.R. 822-Post market surveillance- This part implements section 522 of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) by providing procedures 
and requirements for postmarket surveillance of class II and class III devices 
that meet any of the following criteria:(a) Failure of the device would be 
reasonably likely to have serious adverse health consequences;(b) The device 
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is intended to be implanted in the human body for more than 1 year; ... The 
purpose of this part is to implement our postmarket surveillance authority to 
maximize the likelihood that postmarket surveillance plans will result in the 
collection of useful data. These data can reveal unforeseen adverse events, the 
actual rate of anticipated adverse events, or other information necessary to 
protect the public health. 

(1) 21 C.F.R. 820.lOO(a) 6 -7- Corrective and Preventive Action-(a) Each 
manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures for implementing 
corrective and preventive action. The procedures shall include requirements 
for:(l) Analyzing processes, work operations, concessions, quality audit 
reports, quality records, service records, complaints, returned product, and 
other sources of quality data to identify existing and potential causes of 
nonconforming product, or other quality problems. Appropriate statistical 
methodology shall be employed where necessary to detect recurring quality 
problems;(2) Investigating the cause of nonconformities relating to product, 
processes, and the quality system;(3) Identifying the action(s) needed to correct 
and prevent recurrence of nonconforming product and other quality 
problems;(4) Verifying or validating the corrective and preventive action to 
ensure that such action is effective and does not adversely affect the finished 
device;(5) Implementing and recording changes in methods and procedures 
needed to correct and prevent identified quality problems;(6) Ensuring that 
information related to quality problems or nonconforming product is 
disseminated to those directly responsible for assuring the quality of such 
product or the prevention of such problems; and(?) Submitting relevant 
information on identified quality problems, as well as corrective and preventive 
actions, for management review.(b) All activities required under this section, 
and their results, shall be documented. 

(m)21 C.F.R. 820.70(e)(h) (a) General. Each manufacturer shall develop, conduct, 
control, and monitor production processes to ensure that a device conforms to 
its specifications. Where deviations from device specifications could occur as a 
result of the manufacturing process, the manufacturer shall establish and 
maintain process control procedures that describe any process controls 
necessary to ensure conformance to specifications. Where process controls are 
needed they shall include:( I) Documented instructions, standard operating 
procedures (SOP's), and methods that define and control the manner of 
production;(2) Monitoring and control of process parameters and component 
and device characteristics during production;(3) Compliance with specified 
reference standards or codes;( 4) The approval of processes and process 
equipment; and(5) Criteria for workmanship which shall be expressed in 
documented standards or by means of identified and approved representative 
samples.(b) Production and process changes. Each manufacturer shall 
establish and maintain procedures for changes to a specification, method, 
process, or procedure. Such changes shall be verified or where appropriate 
validated according to 820.75, before implementation and these activities shall 
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be documented. Changes shall be approved in accordance with 
820.40.(e) Contamination control. Each manufacturer shall establish and 
maintain procedures to prevent contamination of equipment or product by 
substances that could reasonably be expected to have an adverse effect on 
product quality.(h) Manufacturing material. Where a manufacturing material 
could reasonably be expected to have an adverse effect on product quality, the 
manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures for the use and removal 
of such manufacturing material to ensure that it is removed or limited to an 
amount that does not adversely affect the device's quality. The removal or 
reduction of such manufacturing material shall be documented. 

(n) 21 C.F.R. 820.90-(a) Control of nonconforming product. Each manufacturer 
shall establish and maintain procedures to control product that does not 
conform to specified requirements. The procedures shall address the 
identification, documentation, evaluation, segregation, and disposition of 
nonconforming product. The evaluation of nonconformance shall include a 
determination of the need for an investigation and notification of the persons or 
organizations responsible for the nonconformance. The evaluation and any 
investigation shall be documented.(b) Nonconformity review and 
disposition. (1) Each manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures that 
define the responsibility for review and the authority for the disposition of 
nonconforming product. The procedures shall set forth the review and 
disposition process. Disposition of nonconforming product shall be 
documented. Documentation shall include the justification for use of 
nonconforming product and the signature of the individual(s) authorizing the 
use.(2) Each manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures for rework, 
to include retesting and reevaluation of the nonconforming product after 
rework, to ensure that the product meets its current approved specifications. 
Rework and reevaluation activities, including a determination of any adverse 
effect from the rework upon the product, shall be documented in the DHR. 

(o) 21 C.F.R. 820.90-(a) Each manufacturer shall establish and maintain 
procedures for the control of storage areas and stock rooms for product to 
prevent mix-ups, damage, deterioration, contamination, or other adverse effects 
pending use or distribution and to ensure that no obsolete, rejected, or 
deteriorated product is used or distributed. When the quality of product 
deteriorates over time, it shall be stored in a manner to facilitate proper stock 
rotation, and its condition shall be assessed as appropriate.(b) Each 
manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures that describe the methods 
for authorizing receipt from and dispatch to storage areas and stock rooms. 

(p) 21 C.F .R. 820.180- All records required by this part shall be maintained at the 
manufacturing establishment or other location that is reasonably accessible to 
responsible officials of the manufacturer and to employees of FDA designated 
to perform inspections. Such records, including those not stored at the 
inspected establishment, shall be made readily available for review and 
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copying by FDA employee(s). Such records shall be legible and shall be stored 
to minimize deterioration and to prevent loss. Those records stored in 
automated data processing systems shall be backed up. 

(q) 21 C.F.R. 820.198-(a) Each manufacturer shall maintain complaint files. Each 
manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures for receiving, reviewing, 
and evaluating complaints by a formally designated unit. Such procedures shall 
ensure that:(l) All complaints are processed in a uniform and timely 
manner;(2) Oral complaints are documented upon receipt; and(3) Complaints 
are evaluated to determine whether the complaint represents an event which is 
required to be reported to FDA under part 803 of this chapter, Medical Device 
Reporting.(b) Each manufacturer shall review and evaluate all complaints to 
determine whether an investigation is necessary. When no investigation is 
made, the manufacturer shall maintain a record that includes the reason no 
investigation was made and the name of the individual responsible for the 
decision not to investigate.( c) Any complaint involving the possible failure of a 
device, labeling, or packaging to meet any of its specifications shall be 
reviewed, evaluated, and investigated, unless such investigation has already 
been performed for a similar complaint and another investigation is not 
necessary.( d) Any complaint that represents an event which must be reported 
to FDA under part 803 of this chapter shall be promptly reviewed, evaluated, 
and investigated by a designated individual(s) and shall be maintained in a 
separate portion of the complaint files or otherwise clearly identified. In 
addition to the information required by 820.198(e), records of investigation 
under this paragraph shall include a determination of:(l) Whether the device 
failed to meet specifications;(2) Whether the device was being used for 
treatment or diagnosis; and(3) The relationship, if any, of the device to the 
reported incident or adverse event.(e) When an investigation is made under this 
section, a record of the investigation shall be maintained by the formally 
designated unit identified in paragraph (a) of this section. The record of 
investigation shall include:(l) The name of the device;(2) The date the 
complaint was received;(3) Any unique device identifier (UDI) or universal 
product code (UPC), and any other device identification(s) and control 
number(s) used;(4) The name, address, and phone number of the 
complainant;(S) The nature and details of the complaint;(6) The dates and 
results of the investigation;(?) Any corrective action taken; and(8) Any reply to 
the complainant.(f) When the manufacturer's formally designated complaint 
unit is located at a site separate from the manufacturing establishment, the 
investigated complaint(s) and the record(s) of investigation shall be reasonably 
accessible to the manufacturing establishment.(g) If a manufacturer's formally 
designated complaint unit is located outside of the United States, records 
required by this section shall be reasonably accessible in the United States at 
either:(l) A location in the United States where the manufacturer's records are 
regularly kept; or(2) The location of the initial distributor. 
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(r) 21 C.F.R. 820.30 - Each manufacturer of any class III or class II device, and 
the class I devices listed in paragraph (a)(2) of this section, shall establish and 
maintain procedures to control the design of the device in order to ensure that 
specified design requirements are met. 

(s) 21 U.S.C. 352(q)(l) and 21 U.S.C. 33 l(a)- A drug or device shall be deemed to 
be misbranded .. .If its labeling is false or misleading. The following acts and 
the causing thereof are prohibited: the introduction or delivery for introduction 
into interstate commerce ... any device that is adulterated or misbranded. 

(t) 21 U.S.C. 351(a) (h)- A drug or device shall deemed to be adulterated .. .if it 
has been prepared, packed, or held under insanitary conditions whereby it may 
have been contaminated with filth .... or its manufacturing, processing, packing, 
or holding do not conform with current good manufacturing practice .. .if 
is ... not in conformity with ... an applicable condition prescribed by an order. 

(u) 21 U.S.C. 352 (q) (r)- Restricted devices using false or misleading advertising 
or used in violation of regulations- In the case of any restricted device 
distributed or offered for sale in any State, if (1) its advertising is false or 
misleading in any particular, or (2) it is sold, distributed, or used in violation of 
regulations prescribed under section 360j(e) of this title. Restricted devices 
not carrying requisite accompanying statements in advertisements and other 
descriptive printed matter. In the case of any restricted device distributed or 
offered for sale in any State, unless the manufacturer, packer, or distributor 
thereof includes in all advertisements and other descriptive printed matter 
issued or caused to be issued by the manufacturer, packer, or distributor with 
respect to that device (1) a true statement of the device's established name as 
defined in subsection (e) of this section, printed prominently and in type at 
least half as large as that used for any trade or brand name thereof, and (2) a 
brief statement of the intended uses of the device and relevant warnings, 
precautions, side effects, and contraindications and, in the case of specific 
devices made subject to a finding by the Secretary after notice and opportunity 
for comment that such action is necessary to protect the public health, a full 
description of the components of such device or the formula showing 
quantitatively each ingredient of such device to the extent required in 
regulations which shall be issued by the Secretary after an opportunity for a 
hearing. 

(v) FDA requirement in CPMA order- "Within 10 days after Defendant receives 
knowledge of any adverse reaction to report the matter to the FDA." 

(w)FDA requirement in CPMA order- "Report to the FDA under the MDR 
whenever it receives information from any source that reasonably suggests that 
the device may have caused or contributed to a serious injury." 
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(x) FDA requirement in CPMA order- Report Due Dates- six month, one year, 
eighteenth month, and two year reports. 

(y) FDA requirement in CPMA order- A device may not be manufactured, 
packaged, stored, labeled, distributed, or advertised in a manner that is 
inconsistent with any conditions to approval specified in a CPMA approval 
order for the device. 21 C.F.R. Section 814.80. 

(z) FDA requirement in CPMA order- Warranties are truthful, accurate, and not 
misleading ... Warranties are consistent with applicable Federal and State law. 

342. Defendants breached these duties by not complying with its CPMA or Federal 

law: 

(a) Defendants failed to timely provide the FDA with reports after twelve months, 
eighteen months and then a final report for one schedule. Defendants also 
failed to timely submit post approval reports for its six month, one year, 
eighteen month and two year reports. All reports failed to meet the respective 
deadlines. Post approval Studies- ESS-305 Schedule attached as Exhibit "B." 

(b) Defendants failed to document successful placement of Essure concealing the 
failure rates. 

(c) Defendants failed to notice the FDA of several adverse reactions and actively 
concealed the same. Defendant failed to report 8 perforations which occurred 
as a result of Essure and was cited for the same by the FDA via Form 483.14 

See Investigative Report attached as Exhibit "C." 

( d) Defendants failed to report to the FDA information it received that reasonably 
suggested that the device may have caused or contributed to a serious injury 
concealing the injuries. Again, Defendants failed to report 8 perforations as 
adverse events which occurred as a result ofEssure to the FDA as evidenced in 
Form 483. See Investigative Report attached as Exhibit "C." 

( e) Defendants failed to notice the FDA of their internal excel file containing 
16,047 entries of complaints. See Exhibit "E." 

(f) Defendants excluded the risk assessment for safety of loose coils in its Risk 
Management Plan and stated that Defendants had violated the FDCCA. Id. 

(g) erroneously using non-conforming material in the manufacturing of Essure; 
See Investigative Report attached as Exhibit "C." 

14 
Form 483 is issued to firm management at the conclusion of inspection when an FDA investigator has observed 

any conditions that violate the FD&C Act rendering the device "adulterated." 
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(h) failing to use pre-sterile and post-sterile cages; See Exhibit "D. " 

(i) manufacturing Essure at an unlicensed facility; See Exhibit "D. " 

(j) manufacturing Essure for three years without a license to do so. See Exhibit 
"D. ,, 

(k) Not reporting ... complaints in which their product migrated; See Exhibit "E." 

(1) Not considering these complaints in their risk analysis for the design of Essure; 
See Exhibit "E. " 

(m)Failing to document CAP A activities for a supplier corrective action; See 
Exhibit "E. " 

(n) On January 6, 2011, the FDA issued a violation to Defendant for the following: 
"An MDR report was not submitted within 30 days of receiving or otherwise 
becoming aware of information that reasonably suggests that a marketed 
device may have caused or contributed to a death or serious injury if the 
malfunction were to recur." See Exhibit "F." Form 483/Violation form issued 
by Timothy Grome on January 6, 2011. These failures included incidents 
regarding perforation of bowels, Essure coils breaking into pieces, and Essure 
coils migrating out of the fallopian tubes. Defendants were issued these 
violations for dates of incidents 9/1/10. 10/26/10, 5/11110, 10/5110, 10/1/10, 
11/5/10, 11/16/10, and 1113/10. 

( o) Defendants had notice of 168 perforations but only disclosed 22 to the FDA. 
Id. 

(p) On January 6, 2011, Defendants were cited for their risk analysis of Essure 
being incomplete. Specifically, the FDA found that the Design Failure Modes 
Effects Analysis for Essure didn't include as a potential failure mode or effect, 
location of the micro-insert coil in the peritoneal cavity. See Exhibit "F." Form 
483Niolation form issued by Timothy Grome on January 6, 2011. 

(q) On January 6, 2011, Defendants were cited for not documenting Corrective and 
Preventive Action Activities. Specifically, the FDA found that there were 
failures in Defendants' Design. The FDA also found that Defendants' CAPA 
did not mention the non-conformity of materials used in Essure or certain 
detachment failures. The FDA found that Defendants' engineers learned of 
this and it was not documented. See Exhibit "F." Form 483Niolation form 
issued by Timothy Grome on January 6, 2011. 

(r) On July 7, 2003, Defendants were cited for not analyzing to identify existing 
and potential causes of non-conforming product and other quality problems. 
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Specifically, two lot history records showed rejected raw material which was 
not documented on a quality assurance form, which is used to track the data. 
(Inner/outer coil subassemblies were rejected but then not documented, leading 
to the question of where the rejected components went) See Exhibit "G." Form 
483Niolation form issued by Mark E. Chan on July 7, 2003. 

(s) On July 7, 2003, Defendants were cited for not following procedures used to 
control products which did not confirm to specifications. See Exhibit "G." 
Form 483/Violation form issued by Mark E. Chan on July 7, 2003. 

(t) Defendants failed to disclose to Plaintiffs and their implanting physicians the 
fact that it Defendants altered medical records to reflect less pain then was 
being reported during the clinical studies for Essure and changed the birth 
dates of others to obtain certain age requirements that were needed to go 
through the PMA process. 

343. Had Defendants disclosed such information as was required by its CPMA and 

Federal law to Plaintiffs or Implanting Physicians, Plaintiffs would have never had Essure 

implanted in them and would have avoided injuries. 

344. At all times referenced herein, Defendants and each of them were acting as agents 

and employees of each of the other defendants and were acting within the scope, purpose and 

authority of that agency and employment and with full knowledge, permission and consent of 

each other Defendant. 

345. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained the injuries noted above. 

346. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs had to undergo numerous surgical procedures, diagnostic procedures, and may have to 

undergo surgeries, diagnostic testing, treatment and rehabilitation into the indefinite future. 

347. As a result of Defendants' negligence, individually, jointly, and severally, 

Plaintiffs sustained significant pain and suffering, both physical and mental, and will continue to 

do so into the indefinite future. 
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348. Plaintiffs have been forced to expend significant sums of money for treatment of 

the multitude of surgeries, testing, medicine, therapies along with related expenses, all to their 

significant financial detriment and loss, and may have to endure significant financial 

expenditures into the foreseeable future. 

349. Plaintiffs have suffered a significant decrease in their ability to earn money in the 

future, as well as a significant loss of earning capacity. 

WHEREFORE, for the above reasons, Plaintiffs demand judgment in their favor and 

against the Defendants for an amount in excess of $75,000.00 each, compensatory, punitive 

damages, incidental, consequential, including pain and suffering which was a foreseeable 

consequential damages, delay damages, attorney's fees and costs of suit in an amount to be 

determined upon the trial of this matter. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiffs demand a jury trial with regards to all claims. 

DATED this~ day of February, 2018. 

Respectfully submitted, 

17 East Main Street, Suite 200 
Pensacola, Florida 32502 
(850) 202-1010 (telephone) 
(850) 916-7449 (fax) 
jbarger@awkolaw.com 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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STA TE OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEAL TH 
FOOD ANO DRUG BRANCH 
Medical 09vlce Safety & Youth To~cco Enforcement 5actlon 
Medical Device Safety Unit 

HEALTH ANO HlJi,iA,~ SERVICES AGENCY 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT 

Inspection Oate(s): _____ 1"'"'/'"'2'-'-1'-=/2'""0'-'1_,_1 ____ _ 

Firm Name: Conceptus, Inc. 

Street Address: 331 East Evelyn Avenue 
lntervlewed/TIUe: Henry Bishop 

Quality Manager 

OBA: 

City: 

NIA 

Mountain View 
Phone#: 

Zip Coda: 94041 
650-962-4000 

.. .,,,..,,,, .................. ~.~~*******~"****~*"'*""* ... *~*·~** ........ *•*••"'I\"+-**•**-'"•*•"•'•"• ...... ~ 
INSPECTION TYPE 0 New license 0 New Uc Reinsp f2J Renewal 0 Relnsp 0 Complaint 0 Recall 

0 Other: 
................. ~~··· .... ···················~·······•*••·············· .... ··· .... ·····•*'*"-•• ... ··-····································· 
LICENSE INFORMATlml HMDR License#: ---- Exp Date: FDACFN #: -----

Other FOB lie/Reg#: ~Device #: 45136 0 Drug#: 0 PFR#: 

DISCUSSION 

The firm, Conceptus Inc., has maintained a medical device manufacturing license, 45136, since 2008. The firm 
manufactures a Class Ill medical device, specifically, the Essure System for permanent birth control in women. The 
current inspection was conducted as a renewal inspection pursuant to HSC 111635(b). Said section states that the 
Department shall inspect each place of business licensed under Section 111615 once every tv10 years. 

Upon initiation of the Inspection, credentials were presented to Tarhan Kayihan, Sr Ragulatary Quality Engineer, and 
Henry Bishop, Quality Manager. Mr. Bishop slated that the US FDA had conducted a 15-<lay, For Cause, insp€cUon 
in December 201 o. Because this recent inspection thoroughly reviewed all aspects or the finn'a quality system, the 
current inspection was limited to the four observations included on the FD.A. 483 lnspectional Observations a. A 
and the firm's response to the obseNations. 

The FDA's inspection was conducted in response to a discrepancy noted during an inspection of the firm's contract 
manufacturer-. loccitecf In llU!SWfl' ·~- l»@ 1a1&had been found to have erroneously used non
conforming material In a validation protocol without adequately documenting the disposition of the material. The FDA 
then inspected Conceptus to determine if the non-conforming material was prop€r1y quarantined at the Mountain View 
facility. 

The FDA Inspection did not note any deficiencies with regard the firm's handling of non-conforming material but 
issued an observation to the firm for failing to adequately document the situation in a separate CAPA. The firm 
corrected this discrepancy prior to the close of the Inspection. 

The additional three observations noted on the 483 were afl related to a single Issue. Specifically, the investigator 
observed that the firm had not property evaluated eight complaints of peritoneal perforation for reporting to the FDA as 
an adverse event. Also, the firm's ri~k analysis did not include an evaluation of the risk associated with perforalion of 
the peritoneal cavity. 

The firm submitted a response to the FDA (Exhibit 8) an January 20, 2011, disputing the validity of the observations. 
regarding the reporting of complaints for peritoneal perforatlon. The -firm claims that this condition is a result of the 
physician's misuse of the device or an error during insertion and not a failure of the device to perform as intended. 
The FDA has not yet responded to the firm's submission. 

The FDA inspection covered all other areas of the firm's qualil'J system. No other obseNations were noted. 

EXHIBIT 

IC 
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DISCUSSION WITH MANAGEMENT 

The firm was cooperative in providing all requested documents and information. It was explained to the firm that the 
results of the discussion with FDA regarding the disputed observations would be reviewed at the next renewal 
inspection. 

RECOMMENDATION 

No further action is indicated. 

Investigator's Name: Lana Widman Badge No. 138 

~~.s .. ~~:::.~::~~=:~~~... ..f ... :H-•~•H••~=~-•-•tt••H~~~~~::~~-u~-.-l:-~-:-7 ... ~~-?-. ..,.:-.... -.-.-.-.... -.-.-u-.. -trU1: 

Supervisor's Review/Comments( 

Supervlaor's Signature: Date: ()\ 1'1~ !\\ 
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/ 

Oe;>ar:merll of Haal'1i Servfces 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

,/ Food and Drug Branch 

Direct responses to: ') -0) ST 1 tJ ~ /20DRlG, ll E--2- 1,u\ TH 1 N_\_D_DA __ '-_l_S_-=-,..-:---------
sur.111vi!mt Tu:11phona f\ur.ilH!f 

\-lFfQL.A N L...Dll.:C ----·~·--···------~(_,_'1~1~b. l ,..,s~. ·(o'S(..C 
i:--:JttMH (numlrnr, :wtrucl) C41y ZiP c~do 

!.500 C.A PI TD L l Vb. 1v '> ·71,.(;- S A(,e.{'-T"r--.t.;,,;1\J"'"\[J 
Fi1111 neme 

CU,lCEPT\,LS ' I~ c. 
/1.;!~rcs.s (number. slioJOt) Cify . ZIP ccJo 

3 3 I E t\'£1 'Ev~ L '/ N /\·\J r:; !'-'\Ou i..JTt-1 \ W \.\\ t.l.0 qL~()- \ 
?~qon id•Jr1ifJ~·,otl Po51Uon 

1-l·f.NR'I 015t-tOP Q v I\ t.-1 l'I \'vi A i\.l f\6 l?((__ 

The conditions or practices noted below were observed on subject premises this date. These are alleged to be violations of 
one or more provisions of Calffomia law pertaining to the manufacture, processing. holding, sale, labeling, or advertising of a 
food, drug, medical device, cosmetic, or hazardous substance. The Department may seek administrative. civil. or criminal 
action ror each of the violations. This report has been prepared to alert the management of the investigator's findings. It is 
the responsibility of the firm to assure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 

('°'0 Tl-\~ Fl p~ .... \ \'.=(\ \l.E".D -ro C(~TI-\1 ~-J r\ VAi .1 D L. I (',1-:::t'JS.\- p;-<.C11"v\ Tl-1-C: b);--ptl.GUJ1lcl--Y 
= 
Pt<l(1(~ TD (\.,\£.\C.Jtlrl-V.Tl'G'1f\\(;: H8:)1("AI- DE\/l(f~ Tt1·C,; Ft(;_i~,-. \'-•\l;;.:~D TC. ITrC 

f\P-DvG WC:ATlcr·J 1t0 .;i.cc:;s ANil HI\•-... P~J MAr1l1lrC1cn1R.11\IG f\,IED1CA1_ Dn,,cr.s 

r:P .. i1.'i "dtYh TD Tt\·f PF-2r:Si::-rST AT &f\J \H\lt 1 0.rrJSt:D Fr\< lidJJ!-~---------

~ ....,li+C Flr2..i'V\ Fr\ILG"() \I.) Hr-\11\Jll\ll'.J 'P8.r'1C'C:D1U<~S -ru ( 1 ;·i,;"ii~.OLU'.:Ctt1li1:-fllL':2 
'-

_BE'V\S\D\-0 '{ Pt?"R...Ib11\\11',)C ID :-i:f'J\,'i?!R.R'( IP.(1.r,JS'FP.R .:?f':'FG~fj'-.1(,c;;:s pQc=-s:r0211 

i"-\'.J;> ryz-=,;1-S"Tf:fl.1Lt:::: G:u~,12l\rs111\H:: Cfv:.~E.S 1,rH) IJl.C SJ\r·J C1v:..u.:::-. \\J;-\R.::l1c.1i'...;f Acvu 

-rr-1·;;· P/\0tu P! ~)0 L.L.;11.J(,82- U~--e::; Pt<.E.· <;."TER.1LE Pm.ID \Jeer- STF""P-1 LC Cf\6e..s r\ffi 

·-ix..'\:c,"-::. 1'.\[l\ _\-.\, t\:v· c.. A V\J (\ Q~J·+r A..._';--"-:::----= .. /-_,.'--· ------
------------~-------· 

/ --·-.z_I ---
SiqninCJ this notice does not indicate admission of a violation but only recoipl of the Notice of Violation. 

Page J_ ot l 
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,.._,lisbment Inspection Report 

accptus, Inc. 
FEI: 

ET Start: 

1000221357 

05/30/2013 

06/26/2013 .'vfountain Vie·.>:, CA 9.!f_g l-1530 EI End: 

SUl\u\fARY 

I i.nitiJ.tcd 6is L'.!9<!c:ic·::i of a ::::l.'.lu fac:u.r~ of;?. type 3 pen:n:i.nent implantable contr~c~pti ve <l~vicc 
comluc:t::d ir; a~orck1::e \~·::I: F.-\CTS A.s.siznme7lt 8676539 as part ofS.L\.N-DO's F { l3 wor.qilan 
for mcdi~l d:::·.-i~. r co::d:;:t:-d <..:Us ir""'r;io::: purst:1.'lt to CP 73 82.845 under PA Cs 82845A au<l 
81011. . 

Pre>-ious inspection on D~. 2010 to Jan 2011, covered Corrective and Preventive Actions (CAPA) 
and Managem:::Tit Controls. Tbt inspcc:iion found thCJ.! the fi .. -m >Vas not reporting as MDRs 
complaints in. which th::!r product migrated from the fallopian tube into the peritoneal cavity, the 
firm did. not con.side..- iliese C{)mp1ain~ in. their risk analysis for the de.sign of their product, and tb.e 
firm failed to docUm:!nt CAP A acti:vities for a supplier corrective action. That inspection was 
classified VAL 

Insp ect.c<l furn: 

Location: 

Phor.e: 

FAX: 

Mailing address: 

D aL""'.5 of in.specticn: 

Days in the facility: 

p arti ci p:nr..s: 

Conc...--ptus, Inc. 

331 E Evelyn Ave 
Mou!itain Vie.w, CA 9~041-1530 
65G-962-4000 

(650)691-4729 

331 EEvelynAve 
Mount.a.in Vi~·. CA 9-1041-1530 

5G0/2013, 5131!2013, 613f.2013, 6/4/2013, 6/5/2013, 61612013, 
6t7f.2013, 6.'101201~; 6/llf2013, 611212013, 6113/2013, 611712013, 
6/25.'2013, 612612013 
14 

Tir::iothy C. Grome, Investigator 

On May 22, 201 j I p:-e-ar::::i?unced tl:.~_ i:iSF<!-.::cior. to Henry V. Bishop, Quality Manager. On May 30, 
2013, l showed my cred~::::?.ls to and 1ssu:::-d a:! FDA 482 (Kotice oflnspectiou) to D. Keith 
Grossma.:m, Pr:!s:d.!71< & CEO. Acco~ding to his :1dmiss:ion and that of all of the firm officials nr~cnt 
at the opening rnx-iD.g was the rr::.ost responsible perion in charge at the start of the inspection~ 

D~g the current i.r:..,"]Xctioo Conceptus, Inc. was <!cquired by Bayer Healthcare Pharmaceutical 
D1Vl.S10~ At the close oftl:c ill:-pe:::tio'.1 Mr. Grossm::um >vas a consultant contracted by Bayer. Th:! 
most s~or ~anag~e:c.t offi~:tl on-site by the_cl~s~ of the inspection was Joseph G. Sharpe, 
Executn. e \ice Pres1der:t Trus was by the adm1ss1on of Mr. Sh1rnc and ~fr B"t"'l\on AJ • t t' { f . . . . ' - - t' ' • J ' • c\. so <.l nc 
c o:e o tru;; mspxnon tG.e nrm w:i..s pr::puring: to move tb.';!'tr hc~dqu:irtcr:; over the first week o'"r Ju'iv 
to t..'1.e ue-,..· address. ; 

1 of3 

Scanned by Cam I 
' .. ~ '{'• 
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llr.t'AllTMl!NTOl' Hf.Al.TIC A.J~l) HrJMAN su:nvccrrs 
• CH'J 111;<.: ( .A1.;t:n.::.;:; 1.riif1,.t-£M.i.1i\Ju1t£t\ 

F9fl0 ANO DltU(I !-_OMINISTRA'flON 
u,,~ t;;:\:I) ofr ll1:IP7.0nou ---

l.4,31 Har.bar Bay Parkway 12_[~B/2010 - 01/06/2011* 
Alameda, c.r1. 94502-7070 ft.;IM,."ttill!R 

(510) 337-6700 Faxr (SlO) 337-6702 1000221357 
Industry Inf'orrnat;ion: www.fda.gcN/oc/indu:it.ry 

-;v;ninr.JTliLf:iJ;!liitWfcWC-tVv.,r1mJ ttt~at 1:~uo 

TO: Mark M. Siec:ikarek, President and CEO 
fU'J..t H . .\~lf: :Jiki;.tTil.L."'1Yt\"ffi 

Concr,12tu:J, Inc. 331 E.Eveli'.n Ave. 
Ci iv. :l f,,7f!. I..PGCc1·~ r.OLlrfh7 'fwecSf1J.!u:i1wcu(ttm•c1;1w 

Mountain Vie.•,.., GA 94041 Medical Device /.lanul;acturer 

111is documenl lists ouserJations m~de by the FDA representMive(s) uuring the lnspection of your focility. They B!e inspection al 
obscrvntions, llild do not represent a final Agency determination regarding your compliance. r£you have an objecliort regarding an 
observation, or have implemcnled, or pla.n to implement, corrective action in respons~ to an observation, you may discuss the objection or 
nc1ion with the FDA roprcscrtlativc(s) during tlte Inspection or submit this information lo FDA at lhc adclr~ss above. [(you hnv~ any 
questions, plea!le ccntnct !'DA at lhe phone number and address above. 

Th~ obserw.Cions 1101ed In this Form FDA-183 are no! on exhaustive /isling of objectionable condi(ions. Under the law, your 
firm is responsib{~for conducting int.enrol oelfaudirs to Jde111ifY and correct any and all viofritlons oftl!e qria!ity system 
req11ire:ne11ls. 

~-

DURING AN IHSPECTION OF YOUR FIRM I OBSERVED: 

OBSERVATION 1 

An MDR report was not submitted within 30 days of receiving or otherwise becoming a warn of lnfonnatiou lhal reasocably 
suggests that :i marketed device may have caused or contributed 10 n death or ~erious injury. 

Spccifi..:o!ly, tho foUowiag complaints from July 12, 20 I 0 lo Dec. I 0, 2010 both report a bowel perforation that occurred 
du:iug the procedure to place the firm1

3 product: 

l .. (l?). (4j : , I incfrknt 11r.d aware date oft !/J/2010: Pcrfomtkm from scope!; p:ttient t,1ken to hospi(.'.]l for cxplornrory 
lapnrom;py. R•!SO!l!lion notes on l 2/21i20J() sl::t:-.s pntk:n! had bowel perfomtion with SQme he"morrhnge. Pa:!er.t had a 
hystorcc!omy, 

2.[b). (4) . I incident and aware date of 11/1612010: Wben doctor attompted to place secoud device, she used graspers to 
Jocaie the ostiuru. S!:o perforated the pati~nts bowel. 

In both ccir.plainls the firm's device did not directly cause the injwy, but the p'roccdure for use required lite us:: of an 
hysternscopemrd visualization of the tubal ostium. Titer: were 41 complaint~ of perforation from Ju[y 12, 2010 to Dec. LO, 
2011) lhe above lwo complaints wen~ the only lwo of the 41 that involved perforn!ion oflhe bowel. The other complaints 
were far utenrn or f1llop!~n tubes. 

There was one complaint 1ba1 wos not for• a pcrfom!ion but for which n CT scan showed tftot the insert WM in two pieces 
with one of the pieces outside oflh: tube between the uteru:i aod t.he bowel: 

J, '(b) .(4) ;I incident date (I /05/2010, aware dale 12116120 I 0: Patient reported pain immet.liat6[y following !he procedure. 
fusure prcccdurc done on I l/5/ l 0 l'erf'om1cd a CT scnn which revcal~cl dc•1ice was in 2 pieces; proxlmnl part was i11 
is:homal poc!ion; di.~tal betwecu ut~rn:i and liowcl.Physician plans fapnrnscople ~;nova! tomorrow and tubal ligation. 

~·)tz 'c.....---; ·~"- __ (: , l./L.1-t...-- --:t..1J'VJ-~·~:JJ·'i!U.'oiAl/''-!.l r CA.rnn:vtro ~EREVERSE Timothy c. Crome, Investigator 
o i';o 6/2011 

,:::~,:::E - '-

'"i~·r.r:t..":i 'crr:·J~1uo-;cu~rn !NSl'tecrroNA!. ousnnvxr10~1s --· PAcm t O;t .f rACil!!i 

------------- -----
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DEPARTMENT 011 l!EALTII AND llUl'>L\N SIUt\l.ICES 

~"''""''"'""""'«c":r~,"=cn'""'""'"~'~~u·~e~,.=o,~.,,~, .. -,,,""•u_< ________ 1,_,'0:..::0:..::0'-"AND Dnuo "DM:~llstllAT:m1 

1431 Harbor Bay Parkway 
Alameda, 'cA 94502-7070 
(510) 337-6700 Fax:(510) 337-6702 

12/08/2010 - 01/06/2011* 
HI '-t.:UUCJ< 

1000221357 
Indu~try Information: www.Eda.gov/oc/industry 
lWJt!/.flO 101.liGPU•CJ'w-ICV.\l. roi'1lfC\tilEPCAr 11:;1..!.t'..!l ~----L----------------1 

TO: Mark M. Sieczkarek, PL«~aident and CEO 
il1,lucN.11.t ;)IHHH """(l.U.·s 

Conccpt:.u::i, Inc. 331 E.E•;c:lyn Aw:.. 
nrec:HM1L1lttt.Le.urt11'1-~C;;;1cno...o--'--------------l 

_tc..·lo'-u'-n:..:.....t';;.;.a..::J.--'n--'-V..::i:..:e=-~'-'1,_C_A __ 9_4 _D_4_l _________ t...:.:M:.:e:.:d:.:i:.:c=al De·licc MJ. nu r:acturer 

OBSERVATION 2 

Arr MOR rcpo1t was not submitted within 30 dnys of receiving or otherwise: becoming aware of infonnntion that rensonably 
suggests that a marketed device has malfunctioned and would be likely to cause or contribure to a death or serious injur1 if 
the mnlfimction were lo recur. 

Specifically, tbe finn receivc·d complaints ihat a perforation had occurred Vlith the coil micro·iMert being seen 
z;idiographically outside of the Fallopian Tube in U1c abdominal cavity: 

l.(b) (4) I incident nnd aware dote I0/0[/2010: perforntiott 2 HSGs showed device was located in the perito11eum. The 
mtcro:iiis~rt wns removed during a la11aroscoµtc tubal ligntion. 

2.:(~). (4J .. I incident date 10/05/2010, aware date 10/08/2010; Perforation: 1 micro-insert jg in the peritoneal cavity, Essurc 
was placed in June 2010 patient Is a»ymptomatk. 

3. (bJ .(4) .· I incident date 5111/2010, 11ware date 10/21/20 IO: Perforation obser1ed on HSG. Essure procedure done 
5/l 1/10, HSG shows de-~icc is outside U1c. tube on the left side in the peritoneal cavily. 

4.,(b) (4). · I incid.cnt date l 0!26/2010, awa.rc clnt~ L0/26/2010: Perforation; on HSG micro-ins:rt observed in the peritoneal 
cavit'J. 

5.;(~) (4). · I incident date 09/0l/2010, awaro date: 12/10/2010; Perforation: rnicro-ins:rt localed outside the tube Jn the cul
dc-sac. Esrnn: done on 09/0l/10; no HSG done 12/09/ID. Patient i:i usymptomatic. 

During the time period of July 12, 2010 to January 4, 2011 there were 45 complai11t3 for pr.rfomtion. Two for perfor~tion of 
bowel, of alt the other for perforation of.the tube two ({b H4.J..: . ; .. _; . : , ~;~""~were reported as MDR.1 iii one;(q) (4) I 
tht: patient complained of bleeding, in the othcr'.(bJ.(4); <'I the puticnt underwent ltlrgcr; co n;movc the micro-insert. The 
five compla!nis listed above were the otl1er comp!nint:: invobing a perforation of U1'! l!terus or fallopiun tubt.' in which lhe 
micro-insert was located in the peritone!ll cnvity. 

OBSERVATION 3 

PJsk anulysis is incompldc." 

Spc~itically, Design F~ilu'.~ Modes Em;cts-~\rialyi;is ~DFME;o\) f~r Es::urc ESS,3?5 Docuir:cnt N'umb<;r{~ L('.lj_ _ : __ .1 docs 
m:t 1ndudc ns a pocc11t1al f:ulure mode or cnccr, locnuon of t11c nur:rc-uw~rt cot! Ill the p.:ntonc:il c:i v1ty. Smee Dcccmocr 
2007 accorc!i11g to comploinLcltttnbasc provided by the firm th.:re have becn50g cor.1rbint3 wit!: the subject includin~ 
perforation. J 63 of these com;ibints were of the $Ubjccl perforation (micru-ins~rt), and 5 w~rc cxpul~io11/pcrforntio11. !n ti:c 
s~me tim'! period accordine to the list ofMcclic;:I Device Reports, tl:cre were 3 complaints reported for pain'pcrforalion, 1 S 
comph1i11!s for pcrforntio11 t111Cf one for pcrfor:i!ioll and bleeding. [n the dalabJsc supplkd wi:h a complaint descriprion I found 
•1 complaints of pcrfor.1!ion from July 20, 2010 to Dec. 10, 20 LO In which !he niicrn-inscrt coil WJS found 011 x-r.iy to be in 

;~~::~:~_-,.,rem• Investigate~ :Yh~ I""'~"'"~" 
SEE REVERSE I. c., Gr.ome, i ~~\..... - y 01/06/2011 
OF THIS PAGE 
1-~~~--~...L~-~~---~~--~~~--~-~-----~-~~----J~~~-~-~ 
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!:'sm-cr ~r.cpff.:J .v.f) h1w,,..;. ;111•,nrnit 

1431 Hnrbor Bay Parkway 
Ala.~eda, CA 94502-7070 

OEPARTi\ll,NT or- m:ALTll AND lllJl\fAN stm VICES 
FO<Jfl i\ND onuo AOMnllSTRATiot~ 

12/08/2010 - 01/06/2011* 

(510) 337-6700 Fax: (510) 337-6702 1000221357 

----~ 

Ind~stry Information: www.fda.qov/oc/lndustry 
flAJAff"N:o-ntuic#n/S.'l.rJJ.~r0·,,1iiM!f~.:.otrr~oc------=----------"-------''-------------------K 

TO: .Mark M. Sie.czkar.ek, President and CEO 
f'fl/.(f/MAIJ, ··-------~=,,=11;::",,-'-,-"""--=-,~c~=--------------- ---------1 

Conceptus, Inc. 
OtY • .3 TA n:_ /11• OCl....~~ GC\;/lfll'( 

331 E.Evelyn Ave. 
Trl'&E!.i~LIU:.Jl\l:lilir 1:.isrei'<,-r<m•;----------------1 

Mountain View, CA 94041 Medical Device Manufacturer. 

2007 according to complaint database provided by the firm there have been SOB complaints with the subject including 
perforation. 168 of these complaints were of the subject perforation (micro-insert), and 5 were e:<pulsiorlpcrforatioo. In the 
same time period according to the list ofl1fedicat Device Reports, there were 3 e-0mplainls reported for paiolpcrforation, l S 
complaints for perforation nnd one for perforation 11nd bleeding. Jn ll1e datahosc supplied with a complaint description I found 
4 complalnls of perforation from July 20, 20l0 to Dec. 10, 2010 in which the micro-insert coil wns found on x-rny to be in 
~critoneal cavity. 

OBSERVATION 4 

Corrective and preventive ndion activitic:: and/or results have not been documented. 

Spccffically, nfkr failures in Desii:;n ofExpcrirnc:lt for rcqualification ofmanufucturn ofmicroinsert coil catheters produce<! 
foiling results on J l/30f20LO,"(~) (1).. ·., J our firm's cnginccrs leamcd from tclcphoric c-0.nvcrsations with engineers 
fr~01 your c~ntrnct manufacturer{b )'.(4) ,. ;.· :, .. • .: that delivery wires u~ed ro; the test l~ts were taken front quarantine 
without having the components fully ccrtifi.cd .. (~ )_ (4). '-':. ,'<.' : '.> ·_1-Your firm d1<l not r~cc1vc the contrlct manufacturer's 
CAP A report until 12/21/20 l 0. Th11t CAPA did not mention U1e non-confom1ity of your car.tract manufacturer not following 
their own SOP for control of non-conforming material. Your firm covered this deviation under CAP /,(b) (4)~0/25/IO open ct! 
to document action3 taken to arldrcss the detachment failures no led during lot rckasc:{b) ( 4) · · · ESS305 as 
documented inis) (:t). : 1- · • · · · 

;\ N ,IJ 0 -r Ir T IOAJ ., 

O s~. o_,, A,.,..,,.,,, A. 

(b.) ~( 4) :·. . ~- , . 

!(bH 4) -·- :. -·.. ·. . .. ... ,, "",'" ·- ·. 
•·.,.. I 

! 

O f3 S -c.gv ,h10/J. 'L . 
~b)"(4f ... 

0 8:; f- RV .4 f 10 .1.1 3 
l(o).:( ~L-~----··. ___ ·_· ___ ..... _ .. _· ·::· 

------r=--
CJ &~'2-f,v,,l T10JJ lt 

SEE REVERSE 
OF -rHIS PAGE 

Co ..-ret..t "J 

f.lilf>lOYEf:(:i) :iiGll•' PJllE 

Timothy·c. G~ome, 

AMENDMENT1 -

IN~PECrtON.U. oasrm YATIONS 

·.1 - • 

" 

\ /~/201} 

01/05/2011 

i 
I 
I 

l 
/ 
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LHll'1lllTMfo:NT OF lll~ALTH ANO HUMAN SE!tVtCE:i 
-----------'f'-"·COD MID Pl\UG ,\llMISl.'ITll.\TIOH 

Alameda, Cl\. 94502-7070 'c"'wur.11 

~1/06/201.1"' 

(510) 337-6700 Fax: (510) 337-6702 1000221357 

-~:-:::fu:=a=~~Mn~:rkway -·--------- f ~";~o;~,;~~~· -

Industry Information: www.fda.qov/oc/industry 
-;i;:mr.Y7U:illi!·ctr~,.u,..,r.c11~1~1i"f~mo---~·-------·~-'------'------------------

TO: Mark M. Siec:z:karek, President and CE:O -,= .. ~~,~,~~,~~~,------------"----------~,~lit=E·c=-r~;~-1;~iu~!~~1-~-------------------I 
Conceot:us, Inc. 

Tirv. :Ji·'lt~fC\iiTr'i-fr-- · 

Mountain View, CA 94041 Medical Device Manufacturer ------·-----
the pl!ritoneal cavitv. 

OBSERVATIOIJ 4 

Corrective and preventive nclio11 activities and/or 1·csull.J li!we not been documented. 

Specifically, after failures in Dc.:.~ign of fxpc:rimcu: for requulificat.io:t of 01anufacture of microinsert coil cnllieters produced 
fotlin[! resnlrs on 11/30/2010,(b) (4) . ~your firm's engineers lc11rncd fu'm lelephone conversations with cn·giaccrs 
from your c"ontrnct manufw.:curc((b) (4) __ · _ ---i that ddivery wires used for lhc test lot.'l wi:rc taken from q:iarantinc 
without hrl'ling lhc components till ly ccrlifi<!tl.,(b) ( 4 ). .. . _ _I. Your fimt did 11ot receive the conlrnct manufacturcc's 
CAf A report uniil 12121/20 IO. That CAPA t.lid not 111cnlion the no~-conformH/ of your cont.met mnnuracturer not follc.win!o! 
1hcir own SOP for control of non-co11fom1ing rnat.:rial. Your firm covered this deviation u11d.:r CAP/[Ofl I 0/25/l 0 opened 
to document nctions lukcr. to address Ilic d•:tnd1r111.:nt failures noted dul"ing lot fcl~aS•! of(b) (4) · ·l ESSJ05 ns 
do~umcntt:L! in:(b) ('i) J ' 

Timothy c. Grome, 

< . ----r,z;·~...., a 
Invest::.gator~, :;#~7: ~l!-1,~ -,~!-'/{_·.--SEE REVERSE 

OF THIS PAGE 
-~--1--------~----------------

rorL,1 l'DA HJ (OllOJI INSPf.Cl"I0:-1.·\.L OBSEllVATION:; 

--------- - ---------------- ----~-

PA Gu l OF ·I ?MES 

·--------- -
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--~,,u.----· 

1431 Harbor Elay Parkway 
Alameda, Cl\ 94502-7070 

OG/25/2003 - 07/07/200JW 
f-~°fil: 

1000221.'357 (510) 337-6700 Fa;i;: (510) 337-6702 
Ui."o..4V:"'iii'tiii£t:"fl'1lr.-1!v.N. fO'.'ilt<:~UU'CHfC:fl...+."fJ ----------------~------------------·-

-.~.~,~ Ni~liaic: _ _!f. Dippel, VJ.ce. _P=3res1dent, Op;r~~:;~~---------
Conc<:!ptu:;, Inc. 1021 Howar.cl ]'.venue 
<,;11"(.GTAl'E..l:Jlf".GC~.~-(JUlil' r(l\;.U::,.-T,\£14.~U.(l!f(Tl/l(.J~~;T·"';,:u--------------------1 

San Carlos, CA 9tl070 Medical Dl'.!1.!ice H.:inufilcturer ------------,----
'.fiiis docuwc.nl list. ou~crvntions mnd" by tho FDA rcprcscnldlive(s) during the !ospcclion of your focilily. They Hrc inspcctioo..11 
observations, nnd do nut re(lrcscnl o final Agency dctcnuiunrion reg.vding your oomplionce. lfycu have m obje\:lion regarding un 
obl!Cl'Vlltioa, or hovo im'plomentcd, or plnn t.'"1 implement, comctivo "ction in rcsponso IO an obscrvatfoo, ya11 mny dicci1ss !lie objection or 
nction witlt Ulc FDA rep~cot.1tivc(s) during tho inspection or submit this jnfonnntion to FDA ot Ute nddtcss nliove. Uyou bllvc nny 
nue.stions, plcaie contact VOA ot the phone nwnlm nnd aililrc.ss Hbovo. 

The ofJserviltlons 11oted In tf;f.~ Fon11 FDA---4$3 arµnoJ rrn exhaits({vu /i.\'tiflg of ohjec~ion11?_(e candi!f()1rs. Under tlti! law, yottr 
ftm1 /J respnn:,ib/e for r.anducling internal salr-a1idlts to lrfMli.fJ: an(l.corrqct m_,Y mid al( 1i/o/at(qm nf Cw q114/lty sysfl!l/l 
.requirement.~. · 

DURING AN INSPECTION CF ;i'OUR FIRM I OBSERVED: 
: .!, 

-oasERVAT!ON 1 

Nor .ill di!tn from q_uallty d:i'.::i sourccs·are-twu!yied t6 identffyeididng.and potential.caoses ofnoncnnformmg product 11nd 
other qurJiLy problems. -· · · · - ' 

Specifkally, duriug a.review of;(I:~)_"( 4) /Lot Jf:sto1y Reports (LID ls) for the.manufacture of the Essurr. Permanent Birth 
Cc:introl Sy3tem, two Lot History Record~·3-!1owcd r.ejccted raw:matcrials 11nd/or sube~sch]blir,s hand-wrftten en the Work 
Order Piddist. This infornmtio[ll data· w11~ not doC1J111c.mtccl on PMc 2-of-3 ·of the QAF-2335 (Quality Assurance Forn) whlch 
is used to trnck nm! trl!nd in-pmccss d.1ta:. '· -: : · · · • - - ·· - · . -

r-..."<11mptcs ·arc: . · ~·. . · ··: · · . . ·~ _ ... 
u-mXI? )' (4) "shows_(b) :(4 f Imw/01tter Coil Sulxiss-et)l!Jlies rejected (lmnd-written)-oo·the Work Ordc1· Picklist, but not 
t.lcr1!m·!:1t.on l'ap;.: 2 of3 of.LHR; .E$$11re Sterile 2"Dcvic~(b ) .. ( 4) . -_. __ -.- , · ;i ·-. - . · 

J.. • ~ • • • • ! • •.• • !'" 

r._"qR:(b-) (i1-) sl:ows'.(b r ( 4) _Inner/Ou(cc Co!J-su\5aS3cmblies rejcctei!{bnnd:written) Oil the-Work Order Picklist, but not 
doc1Jlllent on _Page 2 of3 of I-Jill.: E:;::w·~ St~rilo 2-Device'(b)J 4 )_: _ ·-. ·: . ·:1 . · ·. - · ' . 

--·----------------------·--------·------------------------

Pmcedan:~ were no! foll:iw.~,; for t·Ji,~ control ofprcducts that do not coniorm to .spcciflc:;Lion.'!. 

Spccitica:!y, your pro.;~d11r<l, SOl'-00333, "NONCONFOHMING MA"T~RL•\L_ltEVffiW'', fo~h~nc!lim~_1101_1c•)nfornling 
lllJf Cl"!al.-; rk:ffocs that II J\01lC01lfom1in3 marcrial ~lil<fc:r s~_c.tton 3 _ _.o .as '',\b_ )_._(4) . - . :: .. . ~. --~! ' •• - '··":.·__ " . I 

(b) (•I)- ·· · ·· ·- · '. ,• Yet<rSOPnf:iostJ!c.o;lh~rilli:Jproc~dur.-sislobi.:uscti 
fOr'(b)(!l) ·· · - '-.:- -. · ' ' '_."·· · 

Jli) (it) . ~: ,_ - - " 

A r~vi.;v/ oflc-.c Hi:;tu:y Rccon!:: (LI.Tlls) rnvcabl tl11:t rnw materials nl!Cl .~11b·<1~:sc:11:J[i,~:1 (i.e., fnm~r/(h:tcr Cc:il-~-~~---1 

-~:,:::~~=~~ L ""'=""'""-cu "'e<n<nN.U, o>>mmmrnN" I :::::.::: .I' .......,_", .. ,.,~·-'"'* . ~---~._:~------·-~u..a.-....... --.. ~-.-~--
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1431 Har~oc Bay Parkway 
l\larncda, CA 94.50?.~7070 
(5lOJ 337-6700 fi'ax; (510) 337-6702 

U/11.•l.i,\1.'0111\l!Cl:!l1'}il:f;(J~L HJ\\,l! .. \!.li16l:\,i1t~--.-------------

06/25/2003 

1000221357 

TO: PTilliam Jf. Dip~ Vice President, Operations 
. r:n.".t tl/.P~f! 6'rH~Ci1'N.: f~J-----

~1?,,1;~~~~.~~ ";~~. 

07/07/2003* _____ , 

San Carlos, C2\ 94070 Medical Devic?, Mannfacturer 

fts.~em!Jlies) were being rejected during manufacturing of the Essuro Permanent Birth Control device, but no .Material R~;1ew 
Report(3) were initlnted/genernted for t!Jcse rejects. 

•DATES OF INSPECTION: . 
06/25/2003(Wed), 06J26/2003(Tim),.06/30l2003(1vfou), 07/01/2003('1\ic), 07/03/2003(Thu), 07/()7/2003(1v!on) 

. . 
~c;;: ... ,_11 •• ::::;;::£?J_m:i:;::x ... .!ZL.,.a:J ... r:;:;·:~:-..,.._·-~~~~ .. -....__, . ..:;.~~~;;~rn*~._,:;r-..m.u.q-;-:r_,if"r"~~~~¥~;:;At'#°':!t.<\7.~,:'l!.~ .... "'1;'1t"'"..:. 

FDA EMPLOYEE'S NAME, TllLE, AND SIGNATURE·: ; · '. · 

:·. ··: 

,• 

,.~ • I 

•, .' 

-~-~-~-~-~-v-~~f--~~~-~~---_-_-_-_---------·----·-------·------,.1 '""":''~"'~'""',:""';=:-2-00_3_ 
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piishmcnt Inspection Report 

toccptu.s, L11c. 

.<.fountain Vie-;:, CA 9*1-1530 

SUMMARY 

FEI: 
EI Start: 

EI End: 

1000221357 

05/30/2013 

06126/2013 

I initiated this inspection of a oanufactun:r of a type 3 pCTmar1ent implantable contrac';P~ve device 
can ducted in accorda:ice v.ith FACTS Assignme:tt S676539 <!s part of SAN-DO's FY b workplan 
for medical de\ ices. I co:::idl!cted this i!!spcctio::i purS1!.:l..'1t to CP 7382.845 under PA Cs 82845A and 
81011. . 

Previous inspection on D::c. 2010 to Jan 2011, covered Corrective and Pr~ventive Actions (CAPA) 
and Management Controls. Tr.:it inspection found tba: the firm was not reporting as MDRs 
complaints in \vh.ich their product migrated from the fallopic.n tube into the peritoneal cavity, the 
furn did not con.slder these complaints in their risk analysis for the design of their product, and the 
fmn failed to document CAP A activities for a S'.!pplier corrective action. That inspection was 
classified V . .\L 

Conceptu.s, Inc. 

lnspCctcd finn: 
Location: 331 E Evelyn Ave 

Mountain View, CA 9-1041-1530 
Phone: 650-962-4000 

FAX: (650)091-4729 

Mailing add..-e::..-s:- 331 E Evelyn Ave 
Mountain Viev:, CA 940-41-1530 

Dates of inspection: 5!3012013, 5!31!2013, 613!2013, 6/4!2013, 61512013, 61612013, 
&7!2013, 6ll0.'20q; 6111!2013, 6/1212013, 611312013, 611712013 
612512013, 612612013 ' 

Days in the facility: 14 

Particip;mts: Timothy C. Grome, Investigator 

On l>fa:·.21, 2013 I p:-c-mnounced tht! inspe-..:tioi: to Henry\'. Bishop, Quality Manager. On Mav 30 
2013, I snowed n:1~ cr~::n!:.i:tls to :?.Dd ~su~ ax: FDA_4S_2 (Nolie~ ofinspection) to D. Keitb " ' 
GrossmanI'., President &: CEO. Acco:-ding to his :id.miss10n and that of all of the finn offi ·al . . . . .c1 s prest.>nt 
at the openmg m::-..:tmg w25 the most responsi'ble person in charge at the start of tbe inspection. 

Du..--ing the currcut ir..)-pcct!on Conceptus, 1oc. was acquired by Baver HealLl-i"""e Ph.,,..,.,.,.,,. ti"cal D' . . A th • """" ,.._._.__.,~ ... eu 
l\."b""lo1_ t e clo~ oftl;c inspect.ion }..fr. Grossmann \Vas a consultant contracted b B., Th 

St t ffi . , . b th y ... yc-r. e 
mo seruor ma:iagemen o c:11 o::i-s1te y e close of the inspection was Joo:: h G Sh- ~ 
E . \,. p . . ~cp . arp ... 

xecut1ve ice res1d'-'1:'.L This w25 by the admission of [\fr. Shame and!¥( B" h ~1 ' , 
J fthis" · • . • • ir. is op.r ... soatthe 

~oo:e ~cw ad~~on tee firr::i w:i.s preparing to move their headquarters over the first week of July 
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·,;.:olishm~nt Inspection Report 

_,!!c.:pn!S, fuc. 

-'.\lotr::J.t.!.8 Yie\Y, CA. 94041-1530 

k$-."!='b. G. Sh.:L.--pe, E'\.ecutive Vice President 

1101 ~!cC:rthy Blvd. 

~·El?i~, CA 95035 

FEI: 

EI Start: 

EI End: 

1000221357 
05/30/2013 

06/26/2013 

C~t b~tion on July 9 to I I, 2008 covered CAPA and Design Controls, and reporting of 
MD:ls.. 

I ci>!d furn_ offi~a!s if_Conceptus, Inc:E:':S ~ad,a~~--~e.salls or ~eJ9,£?.~'2fB:~~ ~¥ice J~u~!J'}Ql 1 .. 
Hemy V. Bishop, Quclity Manager, told me that there have been no recalls or field corrections iri the 
t..?St t,1."Q ) ~~ 

l . -t • - , _;i . ,.. 1 . ts 
r~\1.e,.,'eU tne t:L.l!l s proc"uures mr comp am : 

~~ct Rctu:ms.
1 

Complaints Handling and Reporting SOP-1630 Rev. AE (7129111) 

~IDR Processmg Wl-03306 Rev. F (8/16/12) 

1 r.xr.ie::.'i:ed for a cooplete list of compl~ints since January 201 I. :Mr. Bishop provided me with a 
CD-RO~{ mtl! an fa:cd file that contained 16,047 entries for complaints. He also provided me wjth 
~ fu""! ofMDRs. I requested and reviewed 11 random complaint forms (Binomial Staged Sampling 
Pl:!!l. Cor.i:i~ce Limit 0.95 =< 0.25 ucl). I requested and reviewed an additional 18 complaint 
fo=.s. Tne atldiuorol compbint forms that I reviewed contained the keyv..:ords, "peritoneal" or 
~~ c:nity '"ith ~·'.or pregnancy. Ali of the complaints in which one or more coils ~,,rere 
i::r-;:cl o-::'::sicb of the fallopian tubes, had documentation that foe patient was not -at last contact -
~e:::!::i:ig pm As such those complaints were not reported as ?v!DRs. · 

Tu-epregn:ncy complaints that I looked at were the ones in which the patient chose to continue the 
~cy. I asl:cd Remy V. Bishop, Quality Manager, if the firm has_c!ata on the outcom~ of.\ .... : 
preg:n.:mcies th.1.t b.:ld occurred after Essure placement. He said that there \vas no data corup1led buC ., :" · 

c.::.d tbe fi~ comv!J'-" d-1ti for me (Exhibit #1). This graph was compiled from 132 complaints 
2~r.o-e=:: J c=urv 2o I I a:id March 2013. Tnree of t.>ie caregories are for the patient plan at time oflast 
co28cr (I\- Con;-:':itus: ·'Pi311 for live birth", "plan for medical tem:iination", and "undecided". Three 
oci:c c~,;zories ,~·er.: for known outcome of the pregnancy: 'clvkdical tennination", "miscarriage", 
:!.:1<l "Liv~ -bi.rm (t-::~r.hy; tr..'Jcornplicated)". I se3.Iched for "miscarriage" with "migration" of coil or 

~coil in t;r.:nl5"' a:::d fol!Dd no results. 

r followed uu on 3 FDA Consumer Compl2.ints for Conccptus, Inc. These comp hints were entered 
i!:to ~e fum~s dzt:? base from }.{A.UDE. These complaints were assessed per the firm's complaint 

b:::dling procedures. 
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.nlishment Inspection Report 

_,nceptus, Inc. 

~f\fountain View, CA 94041-1530 

FEI: 

EI Start: · 

EI End: 

1000221357 
05/30/2013 

0612612013 

I reviewed the finn 's procedure for Corrective and Preventive Ac lion, Corrective and Preventive 
Actions SOP-00935 Rev. U (9122110); I reviewed the list of all CAP As since January.20.11. From 
this list I selected 11 random CAP As (Binomial Staged Sampling Plan, Confidence ~mut 0.95 =< 
0.25 ucl). Four of these CAP As were the CAP As opened in response to the observations of the 
previous inspection. The current inspection found no objectionable comlitions with CAP A system. 

Since the previous inspection Conceptus, Inc. has had no completed new full product designs. For 
design control re\iew 1 chose the design for the(b) (4r"'."(bL(4r-This product is currently between 

(b) (4) stagcs.1 reviewed the following design proced~es: Product De\.'elopment 
Process SOP-00799 Rev. V. I reviewed the desi histo .file DHF b · ;initiated ·on - -;;,.! 'he 
newtlesign(i)) (4) ·:·_..;_3fJ; 
fL::.)"(4)'·y. d f(b.)"(il)~-tt°'~~~E.,.&':!i:~ • -. - -- • • \~ ~ , ,L 1s a pro uct o ~ .., '! BEr~-~§'i!t~~~::!iilI reviewed <:USt<nner needs, specifications, 
and(~)'.(4[_~-,-. tests. I also reviewed the Risk Management PianX5DT(1)~~~~.;;f~~(Exhibit #2). 

Since the previous inspection the former Chief Executive Officer and President, Mark M. Sicczkerak 
was replaced with D. Keith Grossmann (Exhibit #3). By the close of the ifl.?pection. Conceptus, Inc. 
was purchased b.y Bayer Healthcare Pharmaceutical Division, Mt. Grossmann was a eon.sultant. 

At the close out meeting on June 26, 2013, I discussed ·with firm management present the exclusion 
of ;isk. ~~~~~Vor s~cty of loose coils inside .the peritoneal ca\-~ty in. Risk Management Plan 

{b.) Jfr) ~":. ·'; ·:.:..-:· :~~~'- 1bis -.,vas one of the observations from the prev10us inspection. Henry Y. 
Bishop, Quality 't-.·1anager, told me that Ll-ie FMEA do~ have perforation (Exhibit #2, pages 1 and 2) 
and expulsion (Exhibit #2, page 5). Al( of the observations from the previous inspection had been 
corrected. I warned fum officials present at the close-out meeting that no even thougl1 I was not 
issuing an FDA 483, that d_oes no.t mea...'1. t}iat 1!1ere could be, at their firm, conditions which may be 
objectionable. I \'varned of penalties for v10lat1on of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 

F~XlllBITS COLL~~D, 

I. Pregnancy Report Data 

? (~) ( ~) _Design ThfEA for(~) (4) '. \-._' (14 pages) 

3. OrganizaLion Chart for Conceptus, lnc. Senior Management Team 

I. FDA 482 (Notice of Inspection) 

~~ 
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